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CHAPTER I

.INTRODUCTION

Significance of the Study

Adult education as constituted in the contemporary

American society is a large diversified field growing in

many ways to meet specific educational neeus. Adult educa-

tion represents a major facet of the total educational

effort in the United States. In a recently published book,

Volunteers for Learning, the authors, Johnstone and Rivera,

note that three out of five Americans have, in some way,

engaged in one or more educational activities since com-

pleting their more "formal schooling.ul Although the area

of adult education is not as conspicuous as other segments

of education, it none the less is a growing and active pro-

gram as is evidenced by development of the adult education

program at Indiana University.

The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education was founded

at Indiana University in 1947. It was .established in order

to meet the needs of mature individuals who desired to improve

their ability in the teaching of adults. The Bureau of Studies

in Adult Education has worked through a variety of existing

institutions so as to effectively utilize their established

memberships. Within these institutions the Bureau has engaged

1Johnstone, J.W.C., and Rivera, R.J., Volunteers for
Learning, 62L!. pp.
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in a number of unique programs to meet specific needs. The

present functions of the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education

at Indiana University are four:

1. To conduct a program of graduate study in adult

education.

2. To conduct a program of research concerning the

circumstances and conditions that affect and

promote adult learning.

3. To conduct Adult Education Institutes for

interested lay and professional leaders in

adult education--these various training

Institutes attempt to mediate the practical

application of re search findings to special-

ized fields.

4. To disSeminate information about adult

education. 2

In Hartley Grattants book, In Quest of Knowledge, it

was noted that the Program of Adult Education at Indiana

University was one of seven institutions doing an "impres-

sive job. "3 In addition Dr. Paul Bergevin, Director of the

Bureau of Studies in Adult Education, Indiana University,

was included in a list of men most conspicuously identified

with adult education.

The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education has existed

2The President's Report for 1959-60, pp. 180-83.

3Grattan, Hartley, In Quest of Knowledge, 337 pp.
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for eighteen years, meeting its responsibilities by successfully

preparing and graduating over forty-five adult educators from

its graduate level program; by sponsoring and presenting one

hundred and fifty Institutes throughout the country with an

estimated attendance of over four thousand persons.4 Members

of the Bureauts staff have written and published over one

hundrea articles and books in the field of adult education in

addition to publishing seven annual newsletters about adult

education. For each of the three consecutive years 1962, 1963,

and 1964 the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education has reported

more adult education research than any other college or uni-

versity. l7Studies completed or in progress at I.U. made up

21 per cent of those reported by institutions of higher

eduCation in the United States. "5

Scope and Limitations

The intent of this study is to trace historically the

growth and development of the Bureau of Studies in Adult

Educatinn at Indiana University. The 'study will be a synthesis

of existing collected data, as chronicled by the Bureau, con-

cerning the inception and development of the Bureau of Studies

in Adult Education.

4-Smith, Robert M., "One Hundred and Fifty Institutes in
Adult Education," Adult Leadership 14:90-91, September, 1965.

Continues as the Leader in Research," Community
Teamwork 18, November, 1965.
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This study will be exclusively limited to the origin

and growth of the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education, and

the patterns of development that have characterized the adult

education program at Indiana University. The study will be

written in reportorial style and form and will be an aneclotal

account of the Bureau beginning with its inception and con-

tinuing until July 1q65.

Source of Data

Sources for this study were documents, publications,

and official, records produced by the department or faculty

of the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education which are either

public or semi-public in nature; and. available personal records,

which may have been developed and maintained by individuals,

will not be included as source material. Material about the

Bureau prepared by individuals not affiliated with the Bureau

were not considered as source material. The study considered

data about outside academic activities of the Bureau and

faculty only as these related spe6ifically to its development

as an academic department.

Definitions

Field Consultant: A member of the Bureau of Studies

in Adult Education staff who travelled througho'it the state

visiting Indiana communities assisting or promoting adult
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education activities.

Field Service: A general teri applied to a:variety of

adult education activities arranged for or conducted by a
1

field consultant for Indiana communities.

Institutional Approach: A method of reachin individuals

through an existing institution in ordele. to aid persons to

recognize their responsibilities through a program of adult

education.

Institute: A series of meetings designed to equip the

participant with the skills necessary for initiating and

guiding the Indiana Plan in local situations.

Indiana Plan: A training program !for adults developed

from research findings by Paul Bergevin and John LcKinley of

the .Bureau of Studies in Adult Education, Indiana University.



CHAPTER II

PRELUDE

1947-1952

The prelude portion of the history of the Bureau of

Studies in adult education examines the earliest years of the

Bureauts existence. The prelude reviews the academic years

'of 1946-1947 to 1951-1952. During this period the Bureau was

conceived, founded, and began to function in a variety of

activities.

On July 1, 1946, the Extension Division of Indiana

University was reorganized anC. renamed the Division of Adult

Education and Public Services. Included in the reorganization

was the creation of a deanship to direct the activities of

the new Division. Ford P. Hall was appointed to the post of

Dean of the Extension Division. 6

In addition to the reorganization of the Division of

Adult Education and Public Services, plans were initiated and

developed during the school year of 1946-1947 to create a

Bureau of Community Organization for Adult Education.? The

Bureau's assignment was to be primarily responsible "for off-

.campus noncredit courses and programs of adult education."8

In addition, the Bureau was assigned the task of arranging the

6The President's Report for 1946-47, pp. 76-87.

7Ibid., p. 81.

871b
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numerous conferences and short educational programs held on

the Bloomington campus.. A budget was proposed and adopted

and a director appointed.

Dr. Paul Bergevin was appointed to direct the activities

of-the new Bureau. Dr. Bergevin received a B.S. degree from

Purdue University, 1933, in Economics, M.S. degree in Economics

and Engineering, Purdue University, 1934, and a doctorate in

Education from Indiana University, 1945. Prior to his appoint-

ment at Indiana University, Dr. Bergevin was the Director of

Adult and Vocational Education, Anderson Public Schools,

Anderson, Indiana, for eleven years.9

The Bureau of Community Organization for Adult Educa-

tion commenced operation Adgust 15, 1947, with a full-time

director. In January, 1948, the staff of one doubled with

the employment of "Robert Rollf who functioned as a full-time

Field Service Supervisor.
10

During the first year Dr. Bergevin spent considerable

time in study and observation in an attempt to determine a

course of action that the Bureau could address itself to. As

a result of this effort three significant problem areas were

defined:

1. The development within the citizens of Indiana of

an awareness of the significance of adult education.

9Information on Paul Emile Bergevin, 2 pp.

10The Presidentis Report for 1947-48, pp. 76-78.
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2. Furthering the University's interest by utilizing

existing programs more advantageously.

3. Emphasis to be given .to those areas in the state

that have not had the advantages and opportunities

that are available and evident in the larger urban

centers.11

While the staff of the Bureau was seeking to identify

significant areas of responsibility, a parallel activity was

being pursued. The second activity was one of developing and

defining a functional adult educational philosophy. At-the

basis of the developed philosophy was the concept that all

people in a democracy, so far as possible, should be educated

in order that the democratic system may operate effectively.

The task of adult education was to assist the individual

citizen to consciously see his relationship to people and

things about him, so he may ultimately improve his understand-

ing of himself and others. With this philosophy as its basis,

the Bureau believed that a program of formal and informal

adult education could significantly contribute to the educa-

tional well-being of the citizens of the state of Indiana.

In order to implement programs that would be pertinent,

while adhering to the stated philosophy of the Bureau, the

following activities were initiated or continued under the

auspices of the Bureau of Community Organization for Adult

Education during its first year of existence, 1947-1948.

11
.Ibid, p. 76.
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1. To develop and offer graduate level adult

education courses on the Bloomington campus. It

was realized that if a successful program of adult

education was to be attained, the success would

then depend upon the knowledge and skills of the

individuals involved. In order to assist inter-

ested individUals in the development of adult ed-

ucation programs, the Bureau designed and offered

two graduate level courses. The courses were.de-

signed to acquaint persons with and train_them in

the methods and techniques of adult education. In-

dividuals participating in these adult education

courses would, in turn, serve as a local nuclei in

their home community adult education programs.

2. To develop community adult education programs

throughout the state of Indiana. The Bureau sought

to establish adult education councils within exist-

ing structures of-the community, rather than to im-

pose itself from the, outside. Iii order to establish

community adult education councils,* a nucleus of

locally responsible citizens were involved in the

council preceedings. In conjunction with the devel-

opment of the local councils, a leadership Training*

course was created and offered at the local level.

The purpose of these courses was to acquaint lay

*See Appendix A.
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and professional leaders in adult education with

the method and philosophy of adult education.

3. To promote and utilize the field services of

Indiana University. The Bureau experi pally

offered lectures on fine arts.** The lecture

series 'were intended to give the average adult a

composite picture of the fine arts. The lecture

series was conducted in a non-academic fashion

but did utilize such educational methods as the

forum. These lecture series rrovided a new edu-

cational experience to many Indiana citizens.

4. To develop and maintain the Indiana University's

exhibit at the annual State Fair. The Bureau

accepted the responsibility of this assignment.

It was the opinion of the Bureau that this activity

fit well into the overall adult education program.

The. purpose of the exhibit was to inform Indiana

citizens about Indiana University.

5. To coordinate campus conferences conventions at

Indiana University. In September 1947, the Division

of Adult Education and _Public services assumed the re-

sponsibility for the administration of conferences and

conventions from the Service Enterprises Division of

the Treasurer's Office. In January 1948, a Conference

and Convention office was established in the auditorium.

*See Appendix A.
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under the auspices of the Bureau of Community

Organization in the Division of Adult Education.

^During the first year that the Conference Bureau

was administered by the Bureau of Community

)

Organi-

zation there were one hundred and nine conferences.

This number of conferences represents a rise of

forty-two per cent over the previous year.

6. To conduct research in the field of adult educa-

tion. Early in the program it ras recognized

that there was a dearth of research in this field

of adult education. The need for scholarly research

in this area seemed evident and necessary. It was

hoped that the Bureau would make a contribution in

such categories as practical. philosophy for adult

education programs.

7. To conduct an annual workshop in adult education to

be jointly sponsored by Indiana and Purdue Univer-

sities. The first workshop had several tasks: first,

it was a joint effort by the two state universities

to examine some of the current procedures in adult

education programs; second, to study the possibility

of disseminating information more broadly; third,

to acquaint adult education leaders, lay and profes-

sional, with some basic ideas on adult education.

It was intended that this program, the first to be

offered, should be alternately scheduled at each of
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the sponsc:ring universities. The attendance at

the first annual workshop was about one hundred

and thirty.
12

The 1948-1949 academic year, which was the Bureaus

second year in operation, was marked by several significant

changes involving organization and title. On the first of

January, 1949, the two state universities, Purdue University,

Lafayette, Indiana, and Indiana University, Bloomington,

Indiana, combined their respective adult education programs

into one unified program.
l3 The Bureau of Community Organiza-

tion for Adult Education became known after the reorganization

as the Purdue-Indiana University Community Services in Adult

Education. The organizational and title change was accepted

by .the Boards of each of the respective universities.14 A

joint committee of administrators from the two schools was

established to assist in the operation of this new program.

Both universities contributed three members to this committee.

Prior to the actual formation of the new department, an organi-

zational meeting was held August 12, 1948. It was during

this meeting that initial plans were developed for the func-

tioning of the joint department.
15 The financing of the new

department was to be equally shared by both participating

12History of Community Services in Adult Education, pp. 2-7.

13Ibid., p. 8.

14Ibid.

15Ibid;
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universities. The headquar ters of this organization remained

at the Bloomington campus of Indiana University at Wylie Hall.

The new departMent's objectives were two-fold: first,

to conduct a study in order to determine the adult educational

needs within the communities in the state of Indiana; and,

second, to promote a program that would adequately meet these

needs through the sponsoring state universities.1° A three-

fold approach was adopted to accomplish the stated objectives:

1. To assist local Indiana communities in developing

adult education programs and activities; initially

eight sample councils were assisted

state.

2. To study and evaluate the programs and activities

of the small commanity adult education councils, in

order to ascertain more precise methods of serving

adult citizens.

3. To develop and conduct a graduate study program in

order to educate interested persons in adult

education.17

The combined Purdue-Indiana University Adult Education

department continued to sponsor the annual adult education con-

ferences for lay and professional leaders in adult education.

In addition to the annual state conferences on adult education,

the Bureau encouraged and supported the establishment of district

i6
Ibid
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conferences similar in nature to the state conference. 18

A newsletter on adult education called Community

Teamwork; A News Letter about Adult Education for Hoosiers

was first introduced and published in November, 1948.19 The

purpose of this publication was to present news and educational

items for persons interested in stimulating community develop-

ment in social, cultural, and vocational areas and thus to

fulfill the university's role as a service agent to Indiana

citizens and communities. The title of the newsletter is in-

dicative of the services provided by this organization. The

newsletter was written and published seven times yearly and

was initially mailed to about one thousand persons in agricul-

ture, business, labor, and education. The director of the

department, Paul Bergevin, headed the editorial staff which

included Howard C. Gillespie, Purdue; Ralph Collins, Indiana;

and R.W. Babcock, Purdue. 20

Other publications during this year included A Philosophy
ti

for Adult Education, 21 a nineteen page booklet by Dr. Bergevin

which provided a general statement of adult education philosophy

in a democracy so as to assist interested citizens in developing

an understanding of the problems of adult education so that

18Ibid., p. 9.

19"We Introduce Ourselves," Community Teamwork 1,
November, 1948.

20
Ibid.

21Publications--1948-1966, 1p.
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they might examine the possibilities of establishing an adult

education. program in their communities. A second publication

was entitled Commonity. Teamwork for Adult Education.22 This

twenty-four page booklet briefly surveys local communities

for adult education activities. From this survey it was hoped

.that practical experiences could be illustrated that might

aid other interested individuals and communities in the

development of an adult education program.

In order to meet the cultural and educational needs of

many Indiana communities, the Purdue-Indiana Community Services

4.n Adult Education prepared and made available two lecture

series, "A School for Parents" and "A Fine Arts Series ";

each program involved four speakers and was presented in

local Indiana communities. The reception was encouraging

for more than two hundred persons in eight cities attended

each program. 23

The role that the Bureau of Community Organization for

Adult Education and then Purdue-Indiana University Community

Services in Adult Education established for themselves was

one of service to Indiana. Surveying the statistical informa-

tion concerning the Bureauts activities and the scope of the

services provided, this aspect liedomes most evident. Statis-

tical data for the academic year of 1948-1949 are as follows:

MINOwas111011..1.111111110.1110....

p. 1.

23History of Community Studies in Adult Education, p. 9.
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Adult Education Councils in operation 8

Lecture Series arranged 9

Training Institutes for Group Disbussion
Leaders conducted 11

Talks given 12

Hours of on-campus lectures in adult
education 60

Persons participating in Trair'mg
Institutes 172

Persons attending Lecture Series 1800

Persons participating in Adult Education
Councils 150

Persons attending talks on adult education
given by members of the adult education
staff 855

Cities and towns visited 28

Community leaders contacted personally regard- 24
ing program 177

Th the 1949-1950 academic school year, the department

of Purdue-Indiana Community Services in Adult Education suc-

cinctly stated its three major responsibilities:

1. Research in the area. of informal adult education.

2. Development and teaching of graduate courses in

adult education.

3. Field services in community adult education.25

Generally the programs of research, teaching, and field

service started in previous years were continued and in some

25The Presidentt s Report for 1949-50, pp. 69-70.
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cases expanded. One project that was continued was the study

of basic principles that would lend themselves to the develop-

ment of community adult education programs.

During this year the Community Teamwork newsletter was

distributed to fifteen hundred persons each month. Community

Teamwork was published seven times yearly, November through

May. In addition to the normal number of copies distributed

each month, an extra one hundred and fifty copies of the

April 1950 edition had to be prepared. The extra copies were

prepared to fulfill a request by the United States Department

of State which bent the newsletter to United States Libraries

in sixty-two foreign countries.26

Mr. Dwight Morris joined the staff of the Purdue-Indiana

University Community Services in Adult Education as a Field

Consultant. Prior to his employment by Community Services,

Mr. Morris was the industrial co-ordinator in the Anderson,

Indianan public schools. 2? With the employment of a second

full-time field consultant, the department was able to expand

its service to Indi&..na communities. The two general areas of

service were limited to the seventeen counties of northwest

Indiana and twenty counties of central Indiana. With the

addition of Mr. Morris as Field Consultant, the staff now in-

cluded Dr. Bergevin, director, and Robert Rollf, Field Consultant.

26Ibid., P. 69.

27"Mr. Dwight H. Morris," CommuniLz Teamwork 2,
December, 1949.
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Besides the growth of staff, Community Services moved from

its Wylie Hall location to new offices at 1804 East 10th

Street.28

Community Services was invited by the labor building

trades of Marion, Indiana, to present a Training Institute for

group discussion leaders. This was the first time that a

training institute had been scheduled for a labor organization

by Community Services. Institutes were especially designed to

assist people, however varied their interests, to use the

fundamental democratic process of "talking things over.'29

Along with the service commitments of Community Services,

the department developed and offered three courses in adult

education for graduate students. At this time the courses were

only available at the Bloomington campus. The courses avail-

able were: The Democratic Idea and Adult Education--a general

philosophy of adult education and its role in the democratic

society; Procedures of Adult Education--this course was pre-

pared to acquaint the lay and professional adult educators with

the necessary techniques for setting up and maintaining pro-

grams; and Group Processes--a course that surveyed the various

types of group educational devices.30

During the academic year of 1949-1950, it was disclosed

28Community Teamwork 2, November, 1949.

29"Builders to Examine Methods for Airing Labor's
Problems," Community Teamwork 2, April, 1950.

30The Presideritis Report for 1949-50, p. 70.
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that negotiations were being conducted between Purclue-Indiana

University Community Services in Adult Education and gall

State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana, and Indiana State

Teachers College, Terre Haute, Indiana, concerning the possible

participation of the two teachers colleges in the adult educa-

tion program. 31

Reviewing statistical information about the depart-

ment's activity for the year of 1949-1950, it is evident that

the service aspect remained the dominant portion of the total

program. Although all the categories listed do not coincide

with the previous year's list, it is evident that Community

Services did show a growth in services performed. Continual

accent on tile community services aspect is best evidenced by

the addition of a second field consultant. Statistical data

for the academic year of 1949-1950 are as follows:

Adult Education Councils in operation 9

Lecture series conducted 11

Training Institutes for Group Discussion
Leaders

. 32

Talks on Adult Education by staff of this
department

Persons participating in Training
Institutes 381

Persons attending lecture series 1950

Persons attending talks given by staff . . 900

Indiana cities and towns visited by staff . 67

3 lIbid., D. 69.
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On July 1, 1950, Purdue-Indiana University Community

Services in Adult Education became the joint project of the

four state schools of higher education; Ball State Teachers

College, Muncie, Indiana; Indiana State Tea.chers College,

Terre Haute, Indiana; Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana;

and Purdue University, Lafayette, indiana.3 The new name for

this organization was Cori inity Services in Adult Education.

The general purposes of this multi-school approach to adult

education were to train individuals who are either professional

or volunteer in the area of adult education, to research com-

munity adult education, and finally to assist small community

adult education programs by aiding individuals to recognize

and learn how to solve their problems responsibly and co-

operatively.

In order to ensure continuity in the existin,; adult

education program plus guide the coop'erative enterprise be-

tween the four state educational institutions, a joint com-

mittee of officials was named. The advisory committee was

headed by Dr. Paul Bergevin, Director of Community Services ,

and included Ford V. Hall, Dean of Adult Education and Public

Service; V.W. Wright, Dean of Education, of Indiana University;

32
Ibid., p.70.

33
Indiana University. The President's Report for 1950-51,

pp. 57-58.
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C.W. Beese, Dean of Technical Extension; Verne C. Freeman,

Associate Dean of Agriculture; Frank C. Hockema, Vice Presi-

dent and Executive Dean,of.Purdue; R.E. Nichael, Director of

Extension Services of Ball State; and V.L. Tatlock, Director

of Extension Services of Indiana State.34

A second significant event of special note occurred

September, 1950 when Community Services divested itself of

the responsibilities of the Conference Bureau. The Conference

Bureau was reorganized and renamed the Bureau of Educational

Conferences and placed under the directorship of Mr. Norris

Wentworth.35 With this particular move, the Bureau was

better able to accomplish its goal of helping the citizens

of Indiana to satisfy their adult education needs.

The academic year of 1950-1951 was marked by a growth

and change in staff. Earl Tannenbaum replaced Robert Rollf

as Field Consultant and instructor in Adult Education.36

Mr. Tannenbaum's duties were to aid development of community

education programs, to consult on adult education problems,

and to assist with research. In February, 1951, Community

Services employed two men in addition to the replacement of

Robert Rollf. Mr. Robert F. Schwartz was employed to be Field

34"Community Services Shortens Name,Broadens Horizons,"
Community Teamwork 3, December, 1950.

35Indiana University; The President's Report for 1950-51,
PP. 57-58.

3611Community Services Welcome New Field Man," Community
Teamwork 3, November , 1950.
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Consultant in adult education for the northeast portion of the

state. Mr. Schwartz had relevant experience in industry,

counseling, and graduate training in psychology.37 Mr. Richard

Owsley had been employed as a Research Consultant and instruc-

tor in Adult Education. His previous experience had been the

teaching of philosophy at Indiana University plus research

wovk.38 With the addition of two new consultants, Community

Services expanded its services. Three principle areas were

se ved by the consultants. The eighteen counties of north-

east Indiana, the thirty counties of central Indiana and the

twenty-five counties of southern Indiana were the areas served.

Altogether seventy-three counties of Indiana were served by

Community Services. The newest area to receive the service

was the southern portion. The services extended to this sector

included: Fine Arts Series, field courses in group process

(given on a credit or non-credit basis), Instruction on Local

Government, Small Community Art Clinic, and Training Institute

for Group Discussion Leaders.39

The staff of Community Services during the 1950-1951

academic year was composed of five individuals: Dr. Bergevin,

Director; Mr. Morris, Field Consultant; Hr. Tannenbaum, Field

1951.

1951.

37"Two New Staff Members," Community Teamwork 3, March,

38Ibid.

39"Southern Indiana Added," Community Teamwork 3, May,
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Consultant and Instructor of Adult Education; Mr. Schwartz,

Field Consultant; and Mr. Owsley, Research Consultant and

Instructor of Adult Education. The staff at this time

strongly reflected the areas most important to the department--

Field Services, Research, and Teaching.

In the area of research, the Department continued its

pursuit of basic principles that are applicable to the establish-

ment of local adult education programs. The three facets of

this research project were:

1. Prepare a composite profile of the adult citizen

in respect to his psychological and sociological

background. Examine attitudes, opinions, and

interest as they relate to adult education.

2. Determine adult education goals and draft appropri-

ate schemes that will lead to their fulfillment.

3. Prepare methods of appraisinLf the extent of indivi-

dual participation in community adult education

programs and the benefits derived from them.4.°

A second research project undertaken was conducted by

Mr. Owsley. This study was an examination of the effectiveness

of the Training Institute for Group Discussion Leaders.
41

The

problem was explored by the use of a questionnaire mailed to

4°Indiana University; The Presidentts Report for 1950-51,

PP. 57-58.

41Owsley, Richard M., "Aim to Improve Effectiveness,"
Community Teamwork 3, March, 1951.
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approximately two hundred and seventy-five persons who had

participated. The type of persons who participated, their

opinions toward group discussion, their criticisms, and comments

for improvement were gathered. In order,tJ-izorraborate data

collected on questionnaires, about one hundred personal intet;-

views were conducted. It was believed that information derived

from these two sources would provide sufficient data to develop

some.conclusions about the Training institutes for Group

Discussion.

In the area of service to Indiana communities, a comple-

mentary program to the Training Institute was developed. The

new program was entitled Group Process Clinic.* The first

Group Process Clinic was launched at the Purdue-Fort Wayne

Center in March of 1951 in cooperation with the Unitarian

Society. 42

During the 1950-1951 academic year, a total of eighty-

one students enrolled in three graduate courses in adult

education 'at Indiana University. Although classes were limited

to the Bloomington campus,-plans were being developed to pro-

vide the courses to the other three campuses.

The following statistical data provides a picture of

the scope of the program sponsored by Community Services in

Adult Education during the 1950-1951 academic year:

*See Appendix A.

42flGroup Process Clinic," Community Teamwork 3, April,
1951.

1
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Lecture series 22

Training Institutes for Group Discussion
Leaders 23

Talks on Adult Education by Staff 35

Persons participating in Training
Institutes 357

Persons attending lecture series 3300

Indiana cities and towns visited 98

Community leaders contacted 640 43

In the 1951-1952 academic year, Community Services con-

tinued to be sponsored by the four state institutions of higher

education. The activities of the department remained largely

in the area of informal adult education and service to Indiana

communities. In addition to its major activities, Community

Services conducted research programs and sponsored graduate

programs in adult education.

Because Community Services was sponsored by your insti-

tutions instead of two, the financial responsibility was

extended to the new participants. The two large institutions,

Purdue University and Indiana UniversitT,shared equally, con:-

tributing about eighty-two per cent to the program. The

remaining eighteen per cent was shared equally between the

two teachers colleges.44

Early in the 1951-1952 academic year, Community Services

+."','......' A1.01............

43Indiana University; The PresidentTs Report for 1950-51,

Pp. 57-58.

44History of Community Services in Adult Education, p. 33.
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in Adult Education lost one of its founders and enthusiastic

supporters. Dean Ford P. Hall, dean of Adult Education and

Public Service at Indiana University from 1946-1951, died on

September 21, 1951. Hugh W. Norman,' Associate Dean, assumed

the responsibilities of this Division of Indiana University

of which Community Services in Adult Education was a part.45,

In an attempt to meet the educational needs of people

in Indiana, Community Services maintained a continuous and

active research program which resulted in a better ability to

serve. During 1951-1952 several new studies were initiated.

In cooperation with the Indiana State Board of Health,

Community Services in Adult Education began a study in the

field of Gerontology. The department attempted to:

1. Identify the problems of the aging population.

2. Use educational approaches for the solution of

problems.

3. Stimulate individuals in this age group to partici-

pate in community activities.

4. Provide opportunities for research.

5. Assist in the acquisition of a healthful attitude

toward aging.

6, Study various social aspects of the older adult. 46_

The second research project sponsored by Community Services

45"Ford P. Hall," Community Teamwork 4, November, 1951.

46Hist= of Community Services in Adult Education, p. 42.
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was initiated July 1, 1951. Dwight Morris, Robert F. Schwartz,

and Earl Tannenbaum, Field Consultants for Community Services

in Adult Education began a study into adult education needs

of small Indiana communities.47 The preliminary study took

place in Vevay, Eaton, and Dogger, Indiana. A comprehensive

survey of each community was made. Such items as the physical,

economical, historical, educational, and sociological aspects

were examined. The results of the investigation provided

material for the development of community adult education

programs.

The third research project undertaken by the Community

Services was the development of an Adult Education Directory.

The directory was to include all adult educational programs

within the state of Indiana."

During the 1951-1952 school year, Community Services

developed cooperation between the Graduate School an the

School of Education concerning the offering of Adult Education

courses. Seventy-five graduate students enrolled in three

graduate adult education courses. Eight other students were

engaged in special research work in adult education."

In the area of nublications, Community Teamwork, bhe

47Indiana University; The President's Report fer 1951-52,

PP. 75-777-7--

""Adult Education Directory to List Programs in State,"
Community Teamwork 4, December, 1951.

"Indiana University; The President's Report for 1951 -52,

PP. 75-777-
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Community Services* newsletter, was distributed to approximately

seventeen hundred persons per printing.50 Richard Owsley

replaced Dr. Bergevin on the editorial board and Donald

Smalley, Professor of English at Indiana University, replaced

R. Collins. The editorial board was composed of the two

individuals from Indiana University plus Robert W. Babcock

and Howard C. Gillespie both of Purdue University.51

Other publications included a revised and enlarged

version of Group Process. in. Adult Education by Dr. Bergevin

and Dwight Morris.52 The material in this eighty-six page

booklet was tested in a variety of situations and found

effective. The revised bulletin was released December 1,

1951, for the cost of seventy-five cents per copy.

In the area of field service, Community Services in-

creased its coverage of the state and number of activities

engaged in. The type of services provided by Community

Services fell into one of three general categories. One,

general community programs of education; two, training pro-

grams for the development of leadership; three, consulting

services, assisting established adult education groups with

educational problems.

General education programs provided by Community Seryices
IMMINMONIwomeal

50India.na University The President's Report fOr 1951-52,
pp. 75-77.

51"New Editors Named," Community Teamwork 4, December,
1951.

52fl
Community Services Reviews 1952 Activities," Community

Teamwork 4, January, 1952.
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were few in 1951-1952 basically because of a lack in demand.

The offerings that were ,available to Indiana citizens in-

cluded: Local Government Clinic,* Community Art Clinic,* and

Fine Arts Clinic.*53

The largest area of service provided by Community

Services was the training program. Because of an increased

interest in this area, Community Services created a new pro-

gram. The new program was called. Advanced Training Institute, 54

The institute was designed to sharpen basic adult education

skills and then to give the participant further experience in

the use of Group Discussion. This institute departed from

past institutes in that it was scheduled as an on-campus

activity for a period of one week. The first such institute

was held on the Bloomington campus July 6 - 12, 1952.55

Within the 'state of Indiana, tl-e Field Consult7mts were

demonstrating and conducting discussion group programs and

presenting Training Institutes to a variety of organizations.

Such groups as the Indianapolis League of Women Voters and

Indianapolis Parent-Teachers Association took advantage of

Group Discussion Leadership programs.
56

"See Appendix A.

53History of Community Services in Adult Education,
pp. 22-23.

54"Workship Is Planned for Advanced Leaders," Community
Teamwork 4, May, 1952.

55Ib id.
56

HisuI_bEy of Community Services in Adult Education, p. 32.
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The third aspect of field services provided by Community

Services was the consulting activities of the Field Consultants.

Field Consultants remained in contact with groups after their

initial training was completed. Frequently these trained

groups would need further assistance by a Field Consultant

to aid in the solution of some educational problem.
1

The statistical information about the activities

Community Services indicates that many Indiana citizens were

involved with some facets of adult education during 1951-1952.

Activity Number Persons

Lecture series 8 1820

Training institutes 20 240

Talks on adult education 37 4150

Indiana cities and towns worked in. 47 586

6796 57

The Bureau of Community .Organization for Adult Educa-

tion was created in 1947 and it functioned within the Division

of Adult Education and Public Services. The suggested purpose

of this department was to be responsible for off-campus non-

credit programs of adult education. This was an attempt by

Indiana University to stimulate Indiana communities to study

and develop activities which would aid in solving specific

57Indiana University; The President's Report for 1951-52,

PP. 75-77:
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local problems. The Bureau initially accepted this assignment

but soon it broadened the scope of its work. First, the

Bureau attempted to develop Adult Education Councils within

each community. Through the councils the Bureau taught persons

how to responsibly solve their own problems by using the

democratic process of group discussion. Second, for Indiana

the Bureau provided areas lacking cultural and educational

activities with general programs for the edification of the

local citizens. In order to accomplish these goals, the staff

of Community Services was required to go out into the state.

During this period field service to the citizenc of the state

was the major activity of the Bureau.

In order to better achieve the stated purposes, the

Bureau adopted a multi-sponsorship approach so as to be closer

to the people. A Newsletter was introduced by the Bureau to

inform residents of adult education activities, Several formal

adult education courses were introduced at the graduate level

under the sponsorship of the Bureau. In order to meet its

expanded commitment, the staff of the Bureau grew from one in

1947 to five in 1951-1952,



CHAPTER III

FORMATIVE YEARS

1952-1958

The middle years of the Bureau's history are reviewed

in this portion. It is entitled the Formative Yearsc, The

title is descriptive of the events that occurred during this

period. The department grew in responsibility and matured in

philosophy. The formative period of the Bureau spans the six

academic years between 1952-1953 and 1957-1958.

Community Services in Adult Education continued to be

sponsored by the four Indiana schools of higher education during

the academic year of 1952 -1953. The principle function of this

department was to stimulate, teach, and guide adult's through

the use of formal and informal adult education. Community

Services was not attempting to solve educational problems

with established ready-made programs. Rather Community Services

sought to: one, teach how the individual functions most har-

moniously and effectively within a group; and two, show the

need for each citizen to participate in community activities.

In addition it was hoped that through the use of adult educa-

tion techniques .persons could solve their own problems--either

personal, institutional, or community. 58

The functions of Community Services were accomplished
1

through three integral and reciprocating programs: research,

58The President's Report, 1952-53, pp. 100-102.
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graduate study, and field services. In order for the adult

education program at Indiana University to be effective, the

staff had to function as a team.59

Early in the 1952-1953 academic year, Community Services

acquired two new Field Consultants. Mr. John McKinley, who

formerly taught English at Indiana University, and Mr. Russell

Vance, Jr., a teacher from Marion County Public Schools (Indiana),

joined the staff of Community Services. Mr. Earl Tannenbaum

left the staff for library work, while Mr. Robert Schwartz

assumed a position with the Technical Extension Division of

Purdue University. °0 The staff numbered five and included:

Dr. Bergevin, Director; Mr. Morris, Field Consultant; Mr.

Owsley, Research Consultant and Instructor in Adult Education;

Mr.. McKinley, Field Consultant; and MT. Vance, Field Consultant.

In the area of research, Community Service focused on

three general areas.

In September of 1952, a new program of church adult

education was initiated by Community Services. This project

had the financial support of the Lilly Endowment, Incorporated

of Indianapolis, Indiana. Training Institutes for Group Dis-

cussion Leaders were conducted in the Episcopal Diocese of

Indianapolis.61

59Ibid., pp. 100-102.

60
"Additions to the Staff," Community Teamwork 5,

November, 1952.

61The President's Report, 1952-53, pp. 100-102.



The second research project was the in-service hospital

adult education program.* The major purpose of this program

was the improvement of overall staff relationship, providing

better patient care, and improving the public image of the

hospital in the local community.62

The third research program was a continuing program.

Community Services through the years had gathered data from

a variety of adult education activities. From this background

of experience a mimeographed booklet was prepared by Dr.

Bergevin and Dwight Morris. It was the intention of the

authors for this booklet to assist persons in the development

of their adult education program. *63

A fourth program of research was in the area of geron-

tology. Community Services was the host and sponsor for a

two day workshop on this topic in September, 1952. One

hundred and twenty-five persons representing a wide variety

of organizations participated. The entire workshop was the

beginning of a two year study on gerontology by Community

Services.64

in the area of graduate study, courses available were

*See Appendix A.

62Ibid., pp. 100-102.

63Publications--1948-1966, P. 2..

64"Plan Two-Year Survey on Gerontology in State,"
Community Teamwork 5, November, 1952.
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the result of experimental study and field services. Because

of cooperation between the Graduate School and the School of

Education, it became possible for interested persons to use

adult education courses in their graduate programs. The stu-

dents enrolled in the three courses represented all of radiana,

eight other states, and nine foreign countries. During the

second semester of the 1952-1953 school year a new course

entitled The Adult Citizen was offered for the first time.65

Field services in Indiana for the 1952-1953 academic

year were numerous. The services provided emphasized specific

programs that were usually sponsored by institutions or organi-

zations. The number of general community-wide attempts at

adult education were less frequent this year. The following

is a breakdown of services provided in 1952-1953:

Service Number of Persons
Meetings Present

Church Adult Education Study. 90 1169

Hospital In-Service Adult
Education Program 97 1433

County Health Adult Education
Program 6 89

Public Health Adult Education . 10 304

Department of Public Welfare. . 4 55

American Heritage Program
(Library Association) 7

Public Policy Institute 3

98

72

65The President's Report, 1952-53, pp. 100-102.



Community Leadership Conference . . 26

League of Women Voters 2

The Small Community Art Clinic . . 4

Gerontology Workshop 1

Adult Education Conferences 2

School for Parent., (P.T.A.) . 2

471

25

:825

125

175

300

Total 254 5141
66

The sponsorship of Community Services in Adult Education

for the school year of 1953-1954 changed. The department once

again was sponsored by the two universities, Indiana and

Purdue. Ball State Teachers College and Indiana State Teachers

College withdrew from sponsoring the program. The program

became more centralized by being sponsored by the two univer-

sities. The headquarters for the department remained at

Indiana University at 1804 East 10th Street.67

In addition to the change in sponsors, Community Services

acquired a new Research Consultant. Dr. Robert M. Smith joined

the staff on July 1, 1953 and replaced Richard Owsley. Dr.

Smith received a Ph.D. in compaliative literature from Indiana

University in 1953.68

Community Services outlined three goals for itself in

1953-1954:

36

67Community Teamwork 6, November, 1953.

68Community Teamwork 6, December, 1953.
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1. Assist people in becoming aware of methods to

satisfy their needs through adult education programs.

2. Teach and assist people to plan and conduct their

own adult education program based on successful

education methods.

3. Observe and analyze the application and results of

adult education programs.
69

The philosophy underlying the research conducted by

Community Services e/olved from years of field experience.

Basically the philosophy was that no single institution was

to be emphasized as most appropriate for adult education.

Rather, adult education could successfully meet the adult

education needs of people in a variety of institutional set-

tings. There were several reasons why the institutional

approach was adopted:

1. The facilities and staff of Community Services

made it necessary to restrict activities to a

few areas.

2. This is where people were.

3. In most cases all four institutions existed in

every community. The four institutions concerned

were: industry, place of worship, educational

organization, and hospitals.

ti.. These institutions served the people in the community.

69The Presidentts Report for 1953-54, pp. 112-18.
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5. More productive work could be accomplished within

an established organization.

A need for a continuing educational program was

'indicated by these institutions.

7. Within an institution, needs could be more easily

recognized, and a program to meet the needs could

be easily established.70

Thus research was directed towards the general problem of

adult education and adult learning regardless of institutional

setting. Educational methods were continuously examined and

tested so that they might ultimately be applied to all adult

education programs.

Research projects by Community Services for the year

of 1953-1954 were in the following areas.

During the academic year of 1952-1953, Community

Serviced conducted an experimental study into church adult

education. The first year of experimenting produced encour-

aging results. Because of the results in this initial study,

Lilly Endowment, Incorporated, made an additional grant of

$4,000.00 to Community Services for further study.71 The funds

were to be used for two more years of study and the writing

and publishing of a book about experiences and findings of the

study.

70History of Community Services in Adult Education, 50 pp.

71"Church Study Continues with New Grant by Lillyls,"
Community, Teamwork 6, December, 1953.
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Community Services began an adult education program

for the Nursing Service staff of Veterans Administration

Hospital of Indianapolis in October, 1952,72 The in-service

program proved very successful meeting the goals established

by the Nursing Service. Because of results achieved, the

hospital adult education program was expanded to seven other

institutions throughout the state in 1953. Each hospital

situation was different but the programs proved equally suc-

cessful. Robert Vance, Jr. who was in charge of this project

prepared a handbook for Hospital Adult Education. In addition

to the handbook several articles were prepared for profe 3ional

nursing journals.

During the 1953-1954 academic year, the slowly developing

graduate program in adult education reached the point where

it became possible to earn a masters or doctors degree in

adult education,1P The graduate courses attracted seventy

students including many from foreign countries. Sufficient

interest was shown in adult education courses so that four

courses were offered for the first time in the summer of 1954.

In 1954 the first two degrees in adult education were

granted. Major El Sayed Gamal Zaki of the Egyptian Army

became the first student to receive a Master of Science degree

72"Needs Recognized Through Instituti,
Community Teamwork 6, November, 1953.

73u3000 Persons Reached in Variety of
Community Teamwork 6, January, 1954.

f
.41 Programs,"

Programs,"



in Adult Education at Indiana.*74 Miss Banu Savli, a native

of Istaribul, Turkey, became the first individual to receive

a Ph.D. in Adult Education from Indiana University.*75

Field service activities performed by Community Services

illustrated the fact that adult education programs could be

adapted to a variety of institutions. The following informa-

tion illustrates the type of sponsoring institution, number

of meetings, and attendance for the year of 1953-1954:

Service Number of
Meetings

Persons
Present

Hospital Adult Education 195 1859

Church Adult Education 290 4520

American Heritage and Library
Programs 10 235

Governmental Agencies 6 82

County Health
State\Board of Health
Public Welfare

Industrial Adult Education . 95 3655

General 16 322

Public Policy
Community Leadership Conferences
League of Women Voters
Indiana Adult Education Association
Association of Women Students (I.U.)

*See Appendix B.

74"Foreign Educators Study with Community Services,"
Community Teamwork 6, November, 1953.

751bid.
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Adult Education Meetings . 12 527

Parent Teachers Association . 3 315

Nursing Groups 1 100

Lectures 8 763

Total 566 12378 76

Dr. Robert M. Smith became the chief editor-of Community

Teamwork beginning with the November, 1954 issue. Two

supporting editors were Howard C. Gillespie of Purdue Univer-

sity and Donald Smally of Indiana University.77

A modification of the subheading of Community Teamwork

appeared with the November issue. Formerly the subheading

read "A Newi Letter about Adult Education for Hoosiers."

Beginning with this issue the heading read "A News Letter

about Adult Education. "78 The subheading change was a minor

event in the history of Community Services lasting for only

one year. However, it did reflect a greater interest by

Community Services in adult learning within adult education

programs.79

The goal of Community Services became helping people

with adult education problems. This goal could be successfully

accomplished by adopting the "institutionau. approach to the

7 6History of Community Services in Adult Education, p. 61.

77Communiti Teamwork 6, November, 1953.

"Ibid.

79Community Teamwork 6, November, 1953.
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sponsoring institution . . . without compromising the educa-

tional values inherent in it."8° The most appropriate place

for this to occur would be where the people worship, work,

and study.

ID view of this expanded role, Community Services

became involved in adult education activities outside of the

state of Indiana. One of the more significant events to occur

during this year was a request by the United States Department

of State for the services of Dr. Paul Bergevin. Dr. Bergevin

was invited to work in Egypt in adult education. In order

to be available for this assignment, it was necessary for Dr.

Bergevin to take a four month leave of absence from his post

as director of Community Services. 81

In another out-of-state adult education activity,

Community Services engaged in a cooperative program with the

National Social welfare Assembly, Incorporated. This co-

operative program involved preparing professional adult edu-

cators from foreign countries.

The third out-of-state activity that Community Ser-

vices engaged in was church adult education in cooperation

with the National Council of the Episcopal Church. Community

Services began this study in 1952 with a grant provided by

80The President's Report for 1954-55, p. 117.

81i
story of Community Service in Adult Education, p.70.

82Ibid.
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Lilly Endowment, Incorporated. It was an adult education

Program developed to be .flexible and adaptable to any church.

The program assisted responsible lay persons in determining

their educational needs. Once the educational needs were

established, a program of adult education was initiated, using

tested methods and procedures. The Council utilized Community

Services nationally to teach this new program which was en-

titled the Indiana Plan.
83

Within the state of Indiana,. Community Services con-

tinued to function. The Indiana Plan gained considerable

attention from Indianapolis Protestant clergy. In the autumn

of 1954, staff members of Community Services taught the

Indiana Plan to the Indianapolis Federation of Churches. Nine

different denominations were represented and included:

Lutheran, Christian, Evangelical United Brethren, Disciples

of Christ, Baptist, Friends, Methodist, Presbyterian, and

African Methodist Episcopal. 84

Community Services continued work in the area of in-

service hospital adult education. Because of an interest on

the part of various Indiana hospitals, a workshop for repre-

sentatives of nine hospitals was scheduled.

Work in the library study program and adult education

continued under the guidance of Dr. Robert M. Smith. One con-

83
Ibid.

84"Extend Findings in Church Study to Nine More Groups,"
Community Teamwork 7, December, 1954.



olusion reached was that "the small town public library has

almost limitless potentialities for developing adult education

ativities."85 There was much interest shown in this program.

Officials of the American Library Association and the Indiana

_Ltb-ary Association observed a workshop clinic. Rutgers Univer-

sity extended an invitation to Community Services for a repre-

sertative to attend an Institute in Library Adult Education

at Rutgers.
86 The purpose of the invitation was to have the

rep-esentative explain the program developed by Community

Ser'vices.

A total of seven different graduate courses in adult

education were offered in the 1954-1955 school year by

Con =unity Services. Seventy-six students enrolled in adult

education courses. . The courses offered were D500, The

Deno3.7atic Idea and Adult Education; D505, The Adult Citizen;

D513. The Adult Education Program; D514, Group Process in

Ad.;:t Education; D590, Research in Adult Education; D599,

:.:aztrs Thesis in Adult.Education; D650, Internship in Adult

B,J;:ation; and D799, Doctors Thesis in Adult Education.87

The 1954-1955 academic year was a significant one for

c,:-:;nity Services, for during this year many of its approaches

education began to attract favorable attention nationally

P1 as in the state.

President's Report for 1955-56, pp. 130-32.

p 120

p 121
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The responsibilities that Community Services directed

itself to in 1955-1956 were three:

1. Provide educational service to adults in communities

throughout the state of Indiana.

2. Conduct research concerning adult education philosophy,

problems, and methods.

3. Provide professional training in adult education

by means of graduate study. 88

Early in the 1955-1956 academic year, Community Services

entered into a new area of adult education. In cooferation

with the Dalton Foundries, Inc., Warsaw, Indiana, a long-

range adult education experiment was initiated.89 Mr. Dwight

Morris, a Field Consultant from Community Services, was in

charge of this project. The training program was unique in

several aspects. First, the participants for this program

were drawn from all levels of employment within the company,

and secondly, the program was a departure from the traditional

industrial training progl,ams.

This program was in line with the stated philosophy of

Community Services! institutional approach to adult education.

The institutional approach was to educate adults where they

worship, work, or study. Later in the same year the industrial

.11077.

88The President's Report for l955-56, pp. 130-32.

89"New Program in Industry Gets Underway at Warsaw,"
Community Teamwork 8, December, 1956.
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study was expanded to the Indiana Gear Works of Indianapolis.
90

In addition to the expansion, the two companies concerned

awarded Community Services eight thousand dollars to continue

this long range adult education project.

In the area of professional training and graduate study,

Ni'. Arthur Burman of Powell, Wyoming, was one of forty-two

national recipients of an award from the Fund for Adult

Education.91 Nr. Burman received four thousand dollars to

continue study in adult education at Indiana University.

Community Services offered a total of nine graduate

courses in adult education including D625, Seminar in Adult

Education and 0625. The latter, 0625, was entitled Library

Adult Education and was offered for the first time in the

summer of 1956.92 The course was developed and based on two

and one-half years of field experience and research in Indiana

libraries.

Educational service to adults in communities throughout

the state of Indiana was one of the responsibilities of Commun-

ity Services. The purpose of this service was to:

1. Develop material for lay leaders to use in adult

education,

""Funds for Research Granted," Community Teamwork 8,

April, 1956.

91"Funds for Graduate Study," Community Teamwork 8,

Nay, 1956.

'92"Professional Training," Community Teamwork 8, April,

1956.
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2. Conduct long-term informal adult educational

programs,

Consult on adult education problems,

4. Serve as resource persons for special programs

and committees, and

5. Teach lay persons methods of adult education. 93

Community Services met the educational needs of Indiana

citizens and communities by concentrating on institutions.

During the academic year of 1955-1956, Community Services

served twenty different kinds of organizations and institu-

tions. The total number of organizations and agencies

assisted numbered sixty-two.94 The institutions most frequently

served were churches, hospitals, public libraries, and in-

dustries.

In addition to the various research and field service

programs conducted by the staff of Commuaity Services, they

also published two books and fourteen articles.* The articles

were published in various professional journals and generally

were about adult learning methods as developed by Community

Services or adult education in libraries. In the area of pub-

the 1955-1956 year was the most prolific for the staff.

Eight of the articles were by Dr,.Robert II. Smith.95

*Se. Appendix C.

93The Presidentts Report for 1955-56, pp. 130-32.

p. 130.

95Publipations--1948-19 66, p. 3.



During the school year of 1956-1957, the Division of

Adult Education and Public Service underwent a title change.

It became known as the Division of University Extension.96

This Division was responsible for nine extensions within the

state of Indiana and six educatJnal bureaus, one of which was

Community Services.

The 1956-1957 academic year marked the beginning of the

fifth year that the "institutional approach" to adult educa-

tion was researched by Community Services. In the 1952-1953

academic year Community Services began work on "institutional"

adult education within church and hospital settings. Five

years later the institutional approach had been expanded and

applied to other kinds of institutions such as public libraries,

business, and industry. It was estimated that over sixty

institutions were involved in this program. Results from

this experiment have served as bases for nine articles in

various professional journals and three books.

During this school year the staff of Community Services

began to re-appraise and revise; where necessary, the graduate

adult education curriculum at Indiana University. The revision

program was dua in part to:

L. Findings by Community Services through field

service and research,

2. Reported research in adult education, and

96The President's Report for 1956-67, p. 137.



3. A conference of professors of adult education

held at Ann Arbor, Michigan.97

It was anticipated that, in addition to course improve-

ment, new courses would be needed.

For the first time in Community Services history,

graduate courses in adult education were scheduled for the

Indianapolis Center. Thirty-five persons enrolled in the

first two courses offered. A total of one hundred and forty-

nine enrolled in adult education classes for the school year.'08

One degree was granted in adult education at Indiana University.

It was a Master of Science degree.*

Two women were granted Leadership Training awards from

the Fund for Adult Education: Mrs.- Mary W. Hymon and Miss

_Dorothy Hawkins, both of Louisiana. This award made it

possible for both women to pursue an advanced degree in adult

education at Indiana University.99

Several adult education institutes were held during the

1956-1957 school year. A Library Adult Education Institute

was held and attracted thirty individuals. 100
A second insti-

tute was held on campus and was in the area of Hospital Adult

1957.

*See Appendix B.

97Ibid., pp. 137-.138.

981b id.

99"Fellowships Granted," Community, Teamwork 9, May,

100The President's Report for 1956-57,. pp. 137-38.



Education. Thirty-two persons from thirteen towns partici-

pated.1°1

The Purdue University Division of Adult Education

began a community-wide approach into the problem of aging.

A full-time coordinator was appointed to direct the pl,oject.

An investiga4-ion to gather data about aging, the aged, and

agencies concerned with this problem was initiated. The

study was entitled the Bartholomew County Retirement Study

Foundation.1°2

Early in the academic year of 1957-1958 Community

Services in Adult Education was renamed the Bureau of Studies

in Adult Education.103 Purdue and Indiana continued to

jointly sponsor the activities of this department. The new

title more accurately)described the major purposes of the

department. The majdr purposes of the department were:

1. Conduct research and field services in the area

of adult education.

2. Conduct a graduate program in adult education

(at Indiana University).

3. Disseminate sound information relating to adult

education.
10401...

101
Ibid.

102"Adult Education News Briefs Reveal Widespread
Interest," Community Teamwork 9, November, 1956.

103The Presidentts Report for 1957-58, pp. 112-13.

104"Mostly about Name Changing," Community Teamwork 10,
March, 1958.
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During the same school year Dr. Bergevin, director of

the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education, became a full

professor.105 In addition to Dr. Bergevin, the staff in-

cluded John McKinley, Dwight Morris, Dr. Robert M. Smith,

and Dr. H. Mason Atw- 106 During this school year Dr.

Atwood joined the staff of the Bureau replacing Russell Vance.

Dr. Atwood received his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin

in the area of Adult Education.

In the area of graduate study in adult education, six-

teen courses were taught in 1957-1958. The total enrollment

in adult education for this school year was one hundred and

sixty-nine. 107 In addition to the formal courses, on-campus

adult education institutes were attended by over two hundred

persons. Individuals who participated in either adult educa-

tion graduate classes or institutes were from thirty of the

statcm and nine foreign countries. One of the adult education

courses available for students in the summer of 1958 was D505,

The Adult Citizen. Any graduate student could take this adult

education course and gain two and one-half credits. 108 The

second doctorate, Ed.D., in _dult education at Indiana University

1°5he President's Report for 1957-58: pp. 112-13.

106"Mostly about Name Changing," op..cit.

1°7The President's Report for 1957-58; pp. 112-13.

108"Education News Briefs . . ." Community Teamwork 10,
May, 1958.
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was granted this year. In addition three masters degrees in

adult education were granted.*

Late in the academic year the Fund for Adult Education

awarded two fellowships for the study of adult education at

Itidiana University. Mr. William Geisert .of Bloomington and

Louis Meeth, Jr., Clearwater, Florida, received the grants

to assist them in their advanced graduate studies, leading

to the doctorate in adult education.109

In the general area of field services the Bureau served

eighteen different kinds of inr,titutions. Institutions most

frequently visited were: churches, hospitals, public libraries,

community volunteer agencies, rural adult education agencies,

and industry. A total of seventy-two different organizations

were assisted. 110

During the sumner of 1958, the Bureau sponsored two

five-day institutes in adult Religious Education, and one

general Adult Education Institute was scheduled. The following

were studied:

1. How to get better participation in group discussion,

2. How to provide sound democratic discussion leadership,

3. How to train discussion leaders and participants,

Li.. How to plan prograL3 that meet needs and result in

vywowy.......m...........,
;;See Appendix B.

1091bid.

110The President's Report for 1957 -5 .pp. 112-13.
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learning,

S. How to choose Appropriate resources and' methods,

and,

6. How to set realistic program goals.
111

In the area of the Bureauts newsletter, Community

Teamwork was distributed to twenty-six hundred persons per

printing. The staff p-oduced ten articles and one book.
112

The great bulk of the material published was written by John

McKinley, who authored or co-authored seven articles.113 The

epoch-making book that appeared in the 1957-1958 academic

year was Design for Adult Education in the Church written by

Dr. Bergevin and John McKinley. This book culminated five

years of study in many local churches and greatly influenced

the following years of the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education.

Summary

Six years comprised the Formative Years of Community

Services. This period was characterized by growth and maturity.

Community Services was initially assigned a limited rola, but

during the Formative Years adult learning was examined and

investigated. Because of expediency, Community Services began

111"Adult Education Institute," Community Teamwork 10,
May, 1958.

112The Presidentts Report for 1957-58/ pp. 112-13.

113Publications--1948-1966, p. 4.
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to experimmt with an "institutional approach" to adulv,

education. The institutional approach was experimented

with by the staff of Community 'Services within a variety of

institutional settings. Due to this approach to adult ed-

ucation, Community Services gained recognition on the state

and national levels from interested organizations.

During the Formative Years Community Services develop-

ed formal adult education courses and a graduate program in

adult education. idany graduate students participated in

the cour.ses, and a total of five masters and two doctors de-

grees were granted in adult education during this period.

Four fellowships were awarded by the Fund for Adult Education

to students for advanced adult education graduate work at

Indiana University. The period was concluded by the publica-

tion of Design for Adult Education in the Church by Dr. Paul

Bergevin and John LcKinley, which was the culmination of

five years of study, research, and experimentation.



CHAPTER IV

EXPANSION YEARS

1958-1965

Eight years .comprise the expansion period.. Iii that

period the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education became an

acadeLLic department within the School of Education at Indiana

University. The professional adult education program con-

ducted by the Bureau became outstanding in regards to reported

research, student enrollment, and available courses in adult

education.

In 1958-1959 the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education

entered the expansion years under the joint sponsorship of

Purdue and Indiana Universities. The three major areas of

responsibilities were identical to those identified in the

previous years.

In the area of adult education research, the staff of

the bureau continued to study the "institutional approach"

to adult education within various settings. After five years

of study in library adult education, Dr. SLith was able to

report some of his findings. The library adult education

study had four purposes:

1. Investigate means of motivating library personnel

to life-long study and self-development through

in-service education.

2. Discover how libraries could effect leadership in
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follow:
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community adult education.

3. Promote more .productive libraries through in-

service education.

4. Prepare graduate students to do effective work in

library adult education.
114

Some of the results that Dr. Smith was able to report

1. Community problems and needs created more interest

in developing group learning activities.

2. Better planning, presentation, and evaluation of

group education activities such as workshops or

conferences.

A developing appreciation by library personnel

of the potential for adult education.

Li.. Increased cooperation and understanding among

state library agencies and organizations.

5. The development of the Indiana Training Plan for

Library Adult Educators and a reservoir of persons

trained in its use.

6. A developing body of library personnel trained in

the principles of adult education.

7. Preparation of several printed resources.

8. Increased concern for adult education by university

114Smith, R.111 Faculty Annual Report, 1958-1959.
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library school faculty and students.
115

During the 1958-1959 year, two one-week Institutes in

,Library Adult Education were held. One was heldnon the

Bloomington campus and the other at Evansville, Indiana, with

a total attendance of sixty persons. In addition Dr. Smith

authored an article that appeared in the September, 1959 issue

of Adult Education. It was entitled "The Indiana Study in

Library Adult Education."116

Dr. Atwood continued to function as an educational con-

sultant to the Bartholomew County Retirement Study Foundation.

He began his work on this study when he joined the staff of

the Bureau in the school'year of 1957-1958. This was a co-

operative program between the Bureau of Studies in Adult

Education of Indiana University and the Adult Education

Department of Purdue University.
117 Basically the study

attempted to determine how adult education might be applied

to the aging phenomenon.

In the 1958-1959 academic year, the student enrollment

in adult education courses rose to two hundred and twenty-

seven. This figure represents approximately a thirty-four

per cent increase over the 1957-1958 school year. The students

who participated represented most of the forty-eight states

115r'To Report on Indiana Study in Library Adult Educa-
tion," Community Teamwork 11, Nay, 1959.

116
Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Report, 1958-1959.

117
Atwood, H.M. 9 Faculty Annual Report, 1958-1959.
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in the, United States and five foreign countries: Egypt, Iraq,

Indonesia, Thailand, and Brazil. During this year there were

three candidates for the masters degree and fourteen candidates

for the Doctoral degree. Three masters degrees and the second

doctorate in adult education were granted. 118

During the 1958-1959 academic year, the faculty of the

Bureau conducted eighteen institutes for persons interested

in adult education. A total of four hundred and eighty-six

persons representing all forty-eight states participated in

the institutes. 119 Institutes were usually presented for

leaders and personnel of hospitals, libraries, and churches.

Several new courses in adult education were in evidence

in Community- Teamwork during this year. They were: D512,

A Survey of Adult Education; D525, The Teaching and Learning

Process in Adult Education; and D660, Readings in Adult Educa-

tion. In addition D523, Process and Procedures in Adult

Education, I, was introduced.
l20

This apparently was a substi-

tution for the course previously entitled D514, Group Process

in Adult Education.

Early in the academic year of 1959-1960, it was announced

that the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education was the recipient

of a twenty-five thousand dollar educational grant from Lilly

118
The Presidentis Report for 1958-59, pp. 213-15.

119
Ibid.

120!ISurmier Session at I.U.," Community Teamwork 11,
Nay, 1959
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Endowment, Incorporated, of Indiana-oolis, Indiana.
121

he

grant provideMello%ship funds for the sbudy of adult educa-

tion at Indiana University. Recipients of the fellowship

had to be individuals who intended to pursue careers in the

field of religious adult education. It was esti:ated that

this fellowship might be distributed to benefit approximately

eighteen persons over a five to six year period. A second

grant from Lilly Endowment, Incorporated, was made to Dr. Paul

Bergevin, Director of the Bureau of ptudies in Adult Educa-

tion.
122 The grant was made available to Dr. Bergevin so

that he could study Scandinavian adult education.

During this year Er. John YicKinley received his doctorat'

in adult education from Indiana University .12' As a result,

the staff of the Bureau of Studies in Adult iducation had

four individuals with doctorates. The staff in 195)-1960

included Dr. Bergevin, Director of the Bureau; L:r. Lorris;

Dr. LcKinley; Jr. Smith; and Dr. Atwood.

In the area of research, the Bureau of Studies began

to investigate and study adult education in mental health.

The initial exploratory study by Dr. McKinley took place at

the Madison State Hospital, Madison, Indiana. 124 This

121
Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Report, 1959-1960

1221bid

123u
dult Lducation Studies, Community Teamwork 12,

May, 1960.

124fl
Madison State Hospital Has Experimental itudy,"

Community Teamwork 12, January, 1960.
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research study was designed to proceed in four phases and to

continue for three years. The first phase was to concentrate

on the incarcerated mental patients. The problem was to

determine how certain adult education principles could best

be adapted to the needs and problems of the patients.

A research project under the consultation of Dr. Atwood

was conducted in the area of Gerontology. The study was

entitled "A Study of Adult Education in Homes for the Aged. 1125

The purpose of this study-was to investigate the possibility

of adapting and developing an adult education program for

the residents of homes for the aged.

Increased enrollment in adult education graduate courses

was evident. Graduate courses in adult education ti a3re carried

on through the School of Education and through the Division

of University Extension. The total enrollment for adult

education courses for this year was two hundred and seventy-

one. This represents a gain of twenty per cent over the

previous year. The number of candidates for the masters

degree during this year was nine, while seventeen persons

were candidates for the doctorate in adult education. 126

In an effort to develop a better graduate program in

adult education at Indiana University, the graduate program

was broadened to include appropriate behavioral science courses.

125Atwood, H.M., Faculty Annual Report, 1959-1960.

126
The President's Report for 1959-60, pp. 180-83.
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In addition, two new adult education nurses became available

in this school year: .D524, Processes and Procedures in Adult

Education, II; and D513, The Adult Education Program.127

In 1959-1960 twelve institutes were conducted by the

staff, qualified students,, or certified trainers from the

Bureau. The institutes were given throughout the country

and involvEid approximately two hundred and seventy-two

persons.
128

The Bureau published Community Teamwork seven times a

year. During this year thirty-five hundred copies were

distributed at each printing. This represented a thirty-

four per cent increase over the 1957-1958 distribution

figures.
129

In the academic year of 1960-1961, the Bureau of

Studies in Adult Education was located at Rogers Center,

1809 East 10th Street, Bloomington, Indiana. The Bureau had

maintained offices at this address since it moved from

Wylie Hall in the 1949-1950 school year.

During the first semester of 1960-1961, Dr. Bergevin

was on a sabbatical leave from his duties at the Bureau. Dr.

Bergevin went to Scandinavia on a Lilly Fellowship to study

adult education. He visited Denmark, Finland, and Sweden.

127 "Summer Graduate Courses," Community Teamwork 12,
April, 1960.

128The President's Report for 1959-60, pp. 180-83.

129Ibid.
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N111le in Helsinki, Finland; Dr. Berge vin addressed the faculty

of.the university. His topic was The Role of the Modern_

University in Adult Edtwation."13° In Dr. Bergevin's absence

Mr. Morris assumed the administrative duties of the Bureau. 131

in.the area of research, the study of adult education

in homes for the aged continued. This study began in February

of 1960. The location of this study was the Kennady Memorial

Christian Home in Martinsville, Indiana. From the initial

data it was evident that certain known conditions for effective

adult education were applicable, but some modifications were

necessary.
132

A second study dealing with older adults in business

and industry was started in cooperation with the Division of

Adult Education of Purdue University. The purpose of the

study was to investigate and develop a flexible adult educa-

tion program in the area of retirement planning. A pilot

program took place at the Western Electric Company, Indiinapolis.
133

The Mental Health and Adult Education study was continued

during this year. The setting for this program was the Madison

State Hospital, Madison, Indiana. The program was to be con-

ducted in three phases over several years. The following

1960.
13°"News Briefs," Community Teamwork, 13, November,

131Morris, D., Faa11..b1 Annual Reports, 1960-1961.

132Atwood,
H.M., Faculty Annual Reports, 1960-1961.

l33
Ibid.
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phases were to be studied:

1. The initial phase investigated the feasibility

of developing an adult education program for

mental health patients. Also the productive

use of the patient's time and talents were

sought.

2. The second phase involved hospital personnel in

a training program so that they could carry on

the adult education program for the paticnts

within the hospital.

3. The third phase was tentatively designed for

individuals who are in close contact with mental

patients, such as the family of the patient.134

A new area of education that attracted the attention

of the Bureau's staff was Adult Literacy Education. No

definite plans for research were advanced at this date, bat

it was noted that further study was necessary. 135

Graduate courses in adult education were offered at

Gary, Indianapolis, Jeffersonville, and on the Bloomington

campus. A new suggested requirement for the doctorate in

adult education was initiated as a result of Dr. Bergevints

visit to Scandinavia. The reading knowledge of a Scandinavian

language for all Ph.D. doctoral students in adult education

134Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1960-1961.

135"Illiteracy Poses Problem for Adult Educators,"
Community Teamwork 13, November, .1960.



was proposed by Dr. Bergevin.136 This language could be

used to fulfill one of the language requirements for adult

educators seeking the Ph.D. degree. In addition candidates

for the Ed.D. were encouraged to pursue the study of Danish.

In the 1960-1961 academic year, one M.D. mid two ::asters

degree in adult education were granted.

The conducting of insidtutes in .the 1960-1)61 academic

year v.as a major field service activity by the Bureau. Insti-

tutes were desizned to meet the adult education needs of

various organisations. The major purposes of the eight kinds

of institutes* were to assist persons in learning how to

have more effective pro,s.rams of adult education in their

local situations.
157

In 1960-1961 a total of nineteen institutes were con-

ducted by the staff of the Bureau. Library and nursing

. personnel participated, as well as civic, social, and indus-

trial groups. Betv.een 1955 and 1)61 eleven Institutes in

Library Adult Education were conducted by the on-campus

staff of the Bureau of Studies in Adult Lducation including

two held during 1960.158

During the academic year of 1961-1952, the staff of the

Bureau was temporarily reduced by forty per cent. Dr. Robert

See kobendix A.

136
The President's Report for 1960-61, pp. 239-42

137fl
Institutes Offer Training for Adult Education

Needs," Community Teamwork 13, February, 1961.

138
Smith, R.M., Faculty Annual Reports, 1960-1961.
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Smith began a two year leav6 of absence from his position

as assistant professor of Adult Education at Indiana University.

Dr. Smith went to Liberia as a4adult education advisor to

the Liberian_ government. He was invited to take this position

by the Agency for International Development.139 In addition

to this vacancyilir. Norris was required to forgo his respon-

sibilities for three and one-half months during the second

semester of the year because of illness.14° These vacancies

made it necessary for the remaining staff to assume additional

responsibilities. In regard to Community Teamwork, Dr. Atwood

assumed Dr. Smith's duties upon the latterts denarture.141

Four -Lilly Fellowships were awarded during the 1961-

1962 academic year. The fellowships were awarded to indivi-

duals for the study of adult education at Indiana University.

The recipients were: Norman W. Jackson, Madison, Wisconsin;

Morris B. Jacobson, Fort Wayne, Indiana; Clarence J. Sahlen,

Chicago, Illinois; and Nary L. Shaffer, Pasadena, California.142

In the area of field services, the Bureau offered its

first Institute in Adult Literacy Education. The program was

under the direction of Dr. Richard Cortright, educational

director of the Lauback Literacy Fund, Incorporated, Washington,

139Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1961-1962.

14
°Morris, D., Faculty Annual Reports,%1961-1962.

Community Teamwork 14, November, 1961.

142"Lilly Fellowships," Community Teamwork 14, November,
1961.
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D.C. A total of thirty-one individuals participated in this

first institute .
143 Because there existed a continual need

for this type of training, the Bureau made plans for future

literacy institutes The Literacy Institute was one of

sixteen adult education institutes conducted by the Bureau's

faculty during this year. A total of four hundred and ten

persons attended the institutes which averaged approximately

twenty-five participants each.

In the 1961-1962 school year, the graduate program

in adult education at Indiana University gained the distinc-

tion of being the largest program of its kind in terms of

student body. l)!)! The number of persons pursuing a masters

degree was nine while thirty-three individuals were candidates

for the doctorate in adult education. Comparing the number

of doctoral candidates duriig this year to the number of candi-

dates for 1959-1960, it is evident that in two years there was

an increase of ninety-four per cent in candidates for advanced

degrees in adult education. The overall enrollment for adult

education classes was two hundred and seventy-seven.

One facet of graduate study in adult education at

Indiana University that became very important was the intern-

ship program. During the 1961-1962 year, D650 was expanded

so it would be more significant for the student. In order

143President's Report, Bureau of Studies in Adult
Education, 1961-1962.

1
Ibid.
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that advanced graduate students would have an opportunity

to practice their skills within supervised situations, they

were given the opportunity to assist in the conducting of

institutes and other adult education activities presented by

the Bureau. Five credit hours were given for this work, which

required the student to spend up to one hundred and twenty

client contact hours in adult education programs.145

In regard to the language requirement for Ph.D. candi-

dates in adult education at Indiana University, it became

official that all were to have a reading knowledge of a

Scandinavian language.146 In addition, a reading knowledge

of a Scandinavian language was being considered for all Ed. D.

and rasters degree candidates. V

As the Bureau began its sixteenth year, 1962-1963, it

experienced its first change in sponsorship in nine years.

The Bureau became the sole concern of Indiana University

after fifteen years of various combinations of sponsorship.
147

The Bureau did remain within the Extension Division of Indiana

University.

About the same time as the sponsorship change occurred,

the Bureau moved from its old quarters at Rogers Center on

1451bid.

1461bid.

147Community Teamwork 15, November, 1962.



10th Street to facilities in Owen Hal1.148 Community Teamwork,

the Bureau's newsletter, immediately reflected the change.

Prior to the change of sponsors, the seal and title of Purdue

were, part of the heading of the newsletter; but with the

change they were deleted. An incidental change also occurred

in the sub-heading of the newsletter. Formerly it had read

"A Newsletter about Adult Education for Hoosiers," but it was

changed to read "Notes about Adult Education for Hoosiers. "149

A total of six Lilly Fellowships in adult education

for the school year of 1962-1963 were awarded. The recipients

were: Miss Helen E. Falls, New Orleans, Louisiana; and the

Reverend Messrs. John R. Buttz, Bedford, Indiana; John Castle,

Richmond, Indiana; G. Kenneth Gordon, Fort Laramie, Wyoming;

James F. Martin, Bloomington, Indiana; and Earl R. Shay,
. . .

Hope, Indiana.
150

Lilly Endowment, Incorporated, of Indianapolis made a

grant to the Bureau of Studies in Adult Educe "ion to continue

its work in ntal health. 'The project was entitled "Adult

Education in Mental Health: A Developmental Study. 11151

The mental health study had been going on for several years

and grew out of Dr. McKinley's initial study at adison State

148Bergegin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1961-1962.

149
Community Teamwork 15, November, 1962.

150"Lilly Fellowships Awarded," Community Teamwork 15,
April, 1963.

151
President's Report, 1961-1962.
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Hospital. The additional funds provided by the Lilly Endow-

ment allowed the study to continue for three to four yea:rs.

The study had two major parts, the Hospital phase and the

Community phase. Faculty and advanced graduate stude.nts in

adult education were involved in this study,

The Bureau continued to develop its interest in adult

literacy education. An Institute in Adult Literacy Education

was held at the Bloomington campus of Indiana University in

October, 1962.
152

A total of fifty-five persons attended

this institute. Other work in literacy pursued by the Bureau

included a study into the phenomenon of literacy. The study

took place at the Indiana Reformatory, Pendleton, Indiana.

The study was conducted by the staff and two students of the

Bureau of Studies in Adult Education. Various methods and'

techniques for the improvement of reading and writing among'

functional illiterates were investigated.

A new study was initiated during this year. It was

entitled "Adult Education and the Marginal Citizen. "153 Adult

citizens who do not carry their full share of responsibility

in a democratic society were the focus of this investigation.

It was estimated that this would be a continuous study over

a period of years.

The graduate program in adult education continued to.

152
Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1962-1963.

153
Ibid.
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grow. Fourteen persons were candidates for the masters

degree in adult education. In addition, there were forty-

four persons who were active candidates for the doctorate in

adult education plus eight individuals who minored in adult

education. The total enrollment in adult education courses for

the 1962-1963 school year was two hundred and ninety-four

individuals.154 A total of six doctorates and six masters

degrees in adult education was awarded from Indiana University

during this year. ;; 155

A new course ia adult education was added during this

year. It was D515, Adv1J6 Literacy and Fundamental Education.

This course grew out of a study and investigation by staff

of the Bureau. Also be in the autumn of 1963, all

doctoral candidates in adult education were required to have

a reading knowledge of Dani sh.
1

In response to a request by the United States Office

of Education, the Department of State, and the Institute ol

156

International Education, the Bureau prepared an eleven-month,

non-degree training program in adult education at Indiana

University for foreign students. This program became opera-

tional in the fall of 1963 with the cooperation of the Graduate

'See Appendix B.

154Ibid.

155Graduate Degrees in* Adult Education Conferred izz
Indiana Universif7.

156Presidentts Report, 1962-1963.

1571b id.
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1i
Division of the School of Education and the Graduate School.'

A milestone Ilas achieved during the 1962-1963 academic

year by the Bureau. The one hundredth institute in adult

education was conducted by the Bureau.
159 In 1962-1963 ten

adult education institutes were conducted by the Bureau

faculty with a total attendance o2 three hundred and five

persons.

In April, 1963, the Bureau announced the recipients

of the 1963-1964 Lilly Fellowships for adult education. They

were: the Reverend Messrs. R. Stephen Drane, Melber, Kentucky;

Zena:s E. Gerig, Kingston, Jamaica; Jimmy L. Tirzle, Little

Rock, Arkansas; and E. Jerome Zeller, Atlanta, Georgia.-
160

In 1963-1964 Dr. Robert H. Smith, Assistant Professor

of .Adult Education, -resumed his teaching duties with the

Bureau of Studies in Adult Education at Indiana University.
161

During Dr. Smith's absence, Roye M. Frye held the position

of teaching assistant and was a member of the Bureau's staff.162

With the return of Dr. Smith the Bureau's on-campus staff

once again became five.

During the 1963-1964 academic year the Bureau of Studies

1,11.y.111..........01111111111.....

'158Ibid.

159ibid.

160"Lilly Fellowships Awarded," Community Teamwork 15,

April, 1963.

161Smith, R.M., Faculty Annual Reports, 1963-1964.

162"News and Notes," Communit Teamwork 16, January, 1964.
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in Adult Education at Indiana University led in adult educa-

tion research. Out of the twenty-nine colleges and universities

reporting adult education research in the journal Adult

Education, twenty per cent of the reported research was

conducted by tkie Bureau of Studies in Adult Education at

Indiana University.
163

In addition, the Indiana University

graduate training program for preparing ',professional adult

educators continued to be most outstanding amid twenty

existing adult education pr,ograms. This appraisal was predi-

cated upon three criteria; one, more graduate students were

involved in adult education at Indiana University than the

next three universities combined; in 1963-1964 there were

fifty-five candidates for the doctorate and ten candidates

for the masers degree in adult education at Indiana University;

twos the teaching program was broader and more complete than

any compared; a total of fifteen courses in adult education

were offered; three, research conducted at Indiana University

contributed more to the application of adult education in

practical situations than any other which was reported. 164

A new research project was started in the 1963-1964

academic year in cooperation with the National Foundation

(March of Dimes).
165

The Foundation awarded a grant to the

163Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1963-1964.

16Li"I.U. Leads in Adult Education Research," Community
Teamwork 16, November, 1963.

15-"National Foundation Grant for Adult Education Study,"
Community Teamwork 16, March, 1964.
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Bureau of Studies in Adult Education in order that a two-

year study could be carried out. The purpose of this study

was to develop and test an effective training program for

county workers who conduct annual "March of Dimes" campaigns.

Methods of recruiting and motivating chapter and March of

Dimes leaders were also studied.
a

In the area of formal adult education courses, changes

were occurring. D513, Theory and Practice of Program Develop-

ment in Adult Education, was developed. D650, Internship in

Adult Educationlcontinued to be developed. During the 1963-

1964. academic year the number of credits given for this course

changed from five to six. The purpose of this course con-

tinued to be to allow students to demonstrate their ability

in translating theory into practice under the supervision of

faculty member of the Bureau.
166

In May, 1964 the Lilly.Fel-Awships were awarded for

the following academic year of 1964-1965. They were awarded 1

to: Miss Dawn E. Dridan, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Miss Irene

Imbler, Pasadena, California; and the Reverend Messrs. Carl

L. Chappell, Bedford, Indian,; Robert W. Steffer, Fort Knox,

167
Kentucky; and Wayne 0. Craig, Louisville, Kentucky.

The.graduate program in adult education at Indiana

University continued to reflect growth. During the 1963-1964

166McKinley, J., Faculty Annual Reports, 1963-1964.

167!'Lilly Fellowships Awarded," Community Teamwork 16,
May, 1964.
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school year, there were fifty-five candidates 168 for the

doctoral degree as compared with forty-four in 1962-1963 and

thirty-three doctoral candidates in 1961-1962. In addition,

there were six persons graduated with a doctorate in adult
C*16education. Two of these were Ph.D.Ts and four were

Ed.D.Ts. Four persons received a Rasters. in adult education

from Indiana University.

During the 1964-1965 academic year the Bureau of

Studies in Adult Education was officially transferre'd from

the Division of University Extension to the School of Educa-

tion.
170

The Bureau had worked co-operatively with the

School of Education in offering graduate adult education

courses. Because the Bureau became more academically orien-

tated the change was appropriate. Coinciding with this

change, new office facilities were secured. The Bureau

moved from its Owen Hall offices in October, 1964, to take up

171residence at 309 South Highland Street.

In order to continue financial assistance to qualified

persons for study in adult education, two grants were received

by the Bureau. Lilly Endowment, Incorporated, which had in

*See Appendix B.

168
Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1963-1964.

169
Graduate DeF4recs in Adult Education Conferred ?..y.

Indiana University.

170
Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1964-1965.

171Ib
id.
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1960 provided the Bureau with funds for Adult Religious

Education fellowships, repeated the gift.172 The original

Lilly Endowment funds provided twenty fellowships over a

four-year period. In-addition to the Lilly grant, the Bureau

received funds from Cummins Engine Foundation, Columbus,

Indiana, for three fellowships in Adult Education for the

academic year of 1965-1966.173

Two achievements of special note were accomplished by

the Bureau in this year. First the Bureau conducted its one

hundred and fiftieth adult education institute. It was

estimated that four thousand persons had participated in the

one hundred and fifty institutes over the years.174 Second,

the Bureau, for the second consecutive year, led all other

colleges and universities in adult education rese5rch reported

in the professional journal Adult Education.175 Indiana

University accounted for more than fourteen per cent of all

studies reported by United States colleges and universities.

A new course was developed and made a requirement of

all individuals liho major in adult education. The new course

172uLil ly Fellowships in Adult Education." Community
Teamwork 17, November, 1964.

173"Cummins Engine Foundation Pellowship," Community
Teamwork 17, November, 1964.

174Smith, R.M., "One Hundred and Fifty Institutes in
Adult Education," Adult Leadership 14:90-91, September, 1965.

175"I.U. Again Leads in Adult Education Research,"
Community Teamworl: 17, November, 1964
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was developed in cooperation with the Indiana University

Department of Physiology and Madison State Hospital. The new

course was entitled "Applied Neurology."176

In May, 1965, the Lilly Fellowship recipients were

announced for the following school year. They were: hiss

Sachiko Yoshizawa, Tokyo, Japan; and the Reverend Messrs.

Robert H. King, Chicago, Illinois; and Carroll A. Londoner,

Ontario, California. Mr. Curtis N. Dollins was the recipient

of the Cummins Engine Fellowship for the 1965-1966 school

.ear.
177

The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education had seven

persons receive doctorates in Adult Education and six indivi-

duals receive masters degrees in 1965.*178

During the 1964-1965 academic year Dr. Robert Smith

resigned from the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education after

fifteen years of service. Dr. Smith decided to go to Africa

and work in Nigeria. Dr. Smith noted that the adult education

program at Indiana University was "unquestionably the finest

professional training program for adult educators in the world."

Dr. G. Kenneth Gordon, who received his Eci.D. in Adult EdUcation

"See Appendix B.

176Bergevin, P.E., Faculty Annual Reports, 1964-1965.

177"Fellowhips in Adult Education Awarded," Community
Teamwork 17, Hay, 1965.

178
Graduate Degrees in Adult Education Conferred ab

Indiana Un17-7..
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from Indiana University in 1965, replaced Dr. Smith on the

staff of the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education.

Summary

J

In summary it can be noted that the Bureau of Studies

in Adult Education grew rapidly and experienced several

significant changes in the Expansion /ears. First, the

sponsorship of the Bureau was assumed solely by Indiana

University, and secondly, the adult education program became

Part of the School of Education. These changes indicated a

basic shift in philosophy--a change from the service orienta-

tion to the academic orientation.

The Bureau's main function in the Expansion Years was

to share with interested persons what had been learned about

adult education. Two programs were employed by the Bureau-in

the dissemination of this material. One, the Bureau maintained

and conducted adult education institutes for lay adult educa-

tors. Two, a graduate study program was offered for individuals

wishing to prepare for careers in adult education. Both of

these programs started in the Formative Years and grew in

size and scope during this period.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIOIIS, AND RECOIIITENDATIONS

Summary

a

In 1947 the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education at

Indiana University was founded. Entitled the Bureau of

Community Organization for Adult Education, it was assigned

the task of providing off-campus non-credit courses and

programs in adult education, Th . program of adult education

was an attempt by Indiana University to enrich the lives of

adults within the state in order that they might live a more

satisfying life. To accomplish this task, the Bureau spon-

sored a variety of adult education Programs in Indiana com-

munities. These programs ranged from assisting local com-

munities in solving their adult education problems to providing

general adult educational activities. In addition to the

field services, the Bureau began a prOgram of research which

examined how adults learned effectively and the conditions

that promoted learning in practical situations. Within the

period entitled The P: elude (1947-1952) several significant

events occurred. One, the staff of the Bureau grew to five

in order to meet its commitment in the area of field service's;

two, the sponsorship of the Bureau shifted from a single

sponsor, Indiana University, to a multi-sponsorship operation

including four state schools of higher learning; three, several

formal adult education courses were offered at the graduate
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level on the Indiana University campus; and four, a newslettOr

about adult education activities in Indiana was introduced.

All during this period a pervasive philosophy guided the

Bureauls endeavors. The fundamental philosophy revolved

around the idea that people, when properly trained, could

become mature citizens in a democratic society, and as mature

citizens could responsibly meet and resolve personal and

community problems through the democratic process.

The Formative Years of the Bureau began with the

academic year of 1952-1953 and continued to academic year

1957-1958. The Bureau, then known as Community Services,

began to experiment with the institutional approach to adult

education because of expediency. The expediency was created

when the demand for Community Services service exceeded the

staff capabilities. From the ongoing program of research and

experimentation sponsored by the Bureau, many insights into

how adults learn and the circumstances surrounding learning

were applied to the institutional approach to adult education.

The institutional approach was utilized by the Bureau because

it offered an established body of people who have common con-

cerns. No particular institution was emphasized. Rather the

Bureau was concerned about learning which would enable adults

to develop and mature so as to function as responsible

citizens within an institution and a democratic society.

The Bureau concentrated on three principle areas in

adult education during this period. Research in adult education
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continued with emphasis on how to promote and effectively

utilize adult education within institutional settings. A

graduate program in adult education leading to a masters or

doctoral degree was developed and carried on in cooperation

with the Graduate School and the School of Education. Finally

a program of training lay persons in adult education techniques

was developed and sponsored by the Bureau and was entitled

Institutes in Adult "3ducation.

The Formative Years were punctuated with several note-

worthy events. Among these were: one, the sponsorship of

the Bureau shifted to Indiana and Purdue Universities; two,

Community Services became known as the Bureau of Studies in

Adult Education; three, the first graduates from the adult

education program graduated from Indiana University; four,

the Bureau received state and national attention in the form

of requests for services from the Bureauts faculty; and five,

a five year study into church adult education, supported by

a grant from Lilly Endowment, Incorporated, concluded with

the publication of Design for Adult Education in the Church

by Paul Bergevin and John McKinley.

The Expansion Years began with the academic year of 1958-

1959 and continued until the academic year of 1964-1965. Four

fundamental assumptions characterized the Bureauts approach

to adult education:

1. Adult education activities must be provided and

improved in quality in order that people and the
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democratic way might continue to be productive and

healthy.

2. Adult education should be regarded as a process

for developing mature responsible citizens in a

democratic society.

3. The task .of adult education is to assist people in

understanding themselves, others, and their role

as responsible citizens.

4. All people, with guidance, can learn how to develop

their own adult education program3.

The principal areas of responsibilities that the Bureau

addressed itself to grew substantially. Research into insti-

tutional adult education continued with emphasis on developing

mature citizens. During the latter portion of this period--

1962, 1963, and 1964--the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education

reported more adult education research than any other college

or university adult education department. Some of the research

Projects initiated during this period were: adult education

for mental health, adult education and alcoholism, adult educa-

tion and gerontology, and adult fundamental and literacy

education.

In order"to disseminate information about adult learning

and .the conditions that promote it, the Bureau sponsored two

kinds of educational activities. The first was Institutes in

Adult Education for interested lay persons from various insti-

tutions, organizations, and agencies. In 1965 the Bureau had
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sponsored over one hundred and fifty Institutes in Adult

Education with an estimated attendance of over four thousand

persons. ahe second activity-was a program of graduate study

leading to an advanced degree in adult education. Between

1954 and 1965 thirty doctorate and twenty-nine masters degrees

were granted by Indiana University in adult education.

Several of the more significant events that occurred

during this era were: one, the Bureau received two grants

from Lilly Endowment, Incorporated and one from Cummins

Engine Foundation for fellowships in adult education at

Indiana University; two, the full sponsorship of the Bureau

was assumed by Indiana University; and three, the Bureau of

Studies in Adult Education was transferred from the Division

of .University Extension to the School of Education. This

transfer reflected the Bureau's change in emphasis--a change

from a service orientation to one of academic orientation.

The term Expansion Years is descriptive of the growth

and development that characterized this era. This growth and

development was achieved by research, study, and experimenta-

tion over the years and is indicative of the reputation-that

the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education has achieved.
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Conclusions

11. The Institutional approach to adult education-as

developed by the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education is a

more practical method of reaching people than previously

utilized.

2. The graduate training program in adult education

at Indiana University has become the largest professional

Program of its kind in the United 2tates. Over fifty thousand

dollars for fello-ships has been granted to tile Bureau of

Studies in Adult Education for graduate work in adult education

at Indiana Univel'sity.

3. The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education is one of

the leading sources of practical adult education research in

North America. portion of the Bureau's research in adult

education has been financed by research grants.

4. The Bureau's S'taff has remained at i_ve for fifteen

years. Due to increased on- campus resoonsibilities, off-

campus adult education pro,Lrams have had to be curtailed.

5. The Bureau's title, Bureau of Studies in Adult

Education, adecuately describes the nature of the program.

6. The Bu2eau's program of adult education has shifted

from being a service organization in the University Exten-

sion Division to an academic department in the school of

Education.

7. Adult Education Institutes conducted by the Bureau



have been designed to disseminate information about adult

learning. Between 1955 and 1965 these institutes have suc-

. cessfully attracted over four thousand persons.

8. The fUndamental philosophy 'of the Bureau has been

the universal concern for learning which will enable adults

to develop as mature citizens in a free society.

9. Several of the institutional adult education

programs, business and industry and library adult education,

have not been wholly successful in sustaining themselves.

10. The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education was

early to recognize the problems of and need for adult literacy

and fundamen*tal education.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are offered on the basis

of this study:

.1. This study has dealt exclusively with the history

and development of the Bureau as it has been recorded in

official and semi-official documents. An in-depth subjective

study is necessary to determine the underlying factors that

influenced the Bureau's course of action.

2. A study comparing the historical development of

the Bureau of Studies in Adult Education and the national

adult education movement during the same time period would

aid in explaining what outside factors might have influenced
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the development of the Bureau.

3. .The files and records, available from the Bureau's

office and necessary for this study, were marginal in ad-

equacy. It is recommended that the Bureau develop and main-

tain a more adeouate set of records concerning th4, Bureau's

activities. These records would ensure future researchers of

the Bureau a ready and more complete set of resource materials.

4. This study was initially designed to examine

selected characteristics of adult education (graduate students

and professors at Indiana University. Due to circumstances

beyond the control of the investigator, this portion" of the

study could not be effected. It is suggested that the Bureau

develop, administer, and maintain standardized personnel

profile forms on each adult education candidate and professor

at Indiana UniverSity.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF AbULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Adult Education Councils

An adult education council was composed of responsible

citizens who functioned in a specific community. The council

was formed to function as a coordinating body within the

community. Its task was two-fold: one, to study adult educa-

tion needs and problems within the community and two, to co-

ordinate and integrate the adult education activities within

*the community.

The organization of the council was usually followed

by a leadership training course for adult education council

members. The purpose for the training course was to familiarize

the lay volunteer leaders with the methods of conducting adult

education programs in their community. Field Consultants from

Community Services assisted in the formation of these councils.

The function of the Field Consultant was that of a resource

person.

Training Institutes for Group Discussion Leaders

Training Institutes for Group Discussion Leaders were

specific programs developed by the Bureau of Community Organi-

zation for Adult Education and were offered during the prelude

period. These programs were designed to be presented in

local communities throughout the state. Dr. Bergevin believed

that, in essence, group discussion exhibited many of the
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characteristics of a democracy. Group discussion was valued

because people could take rn active and responsible role in

arriving at solutions through group consensus. The program

was flexible enough to meet the needs of a variety of organi-

zations. The basic program consisted of two three-hour

sessions of instruction, demonstrations, and participation

which involved fifteen to twenty persons.

Usually participants were selected after an initial

meeting between a Bureau Field Consultant and representatives

of interested organizations. The Bureau Field Consultant

explained to the representatives the nature of the program.

During the actual Institute, the Field Consultant explained

to the participants how discussion fits into the democratic

society. Devices for eliciting and controlling discussion

were also suggested. Following an explanation and demonstra-

tion of Group Discussion, the Field Consultant led the group

in a discussion of a topic of mutual interest to the partici-

pants. In the initial group discussions, the responsibilities

of the leader were accentuated. In subsequent sessions, the

consultant became an observer and critic of the discussion

process. For each session a new leader was selected. At the

conclusion of each session, a critical review was performed

with special attention given to the aptness of the leaderts

performance.
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This program was a sequel to the Training Institute for

Group Discussion Leaders and was also offered during the

prelude period. The basic intent of this program was to

extend and amplify techniques learned in the training insti-

tute. Adult education proceduresother than group discussion

were presented and explained. Advantages and limitations of

each technique were considered along with criteria for their

use.

This clinic was locally sponsored and presented in

Indiana communities. The clinic consisted of four three-

hour sessioris. The following adult education techniques were

considered: panel, the panel-forum, the symposium, the

symposium-forum, the colloquy, the speech, the speech-forum,

the committee, the conference, and the convention. The

consultant initially explained each procedure. After a

discussion of each, a demonstration of the technique followed.

A follow-up discussion evaluated each demonstration so that

the participants could become thoroughly acquainted with the

technique.

Local Government Clinic

Clinics of this type were designed to aid persons and

communities to deal more directly with specific problems

during the prelude period. The Local Government Clinics were

presented in local communities in Indiana. The purpose of
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the clinic was to inform citizens about the nature, function,

and p7..oblems of government. Experts in the various facets

of government participated in these clinics. Topics such as

taxes, welfare, and schools were discussed by a panel of local

persons and government experts. A forum followed the panel

discussion so as to allow discussion from interested citizens.

Community Art Clinic
, *

These clinics wereheld in Indiana communities during

the prelude period for interested -persons. Each clinic was

led by a lay artist. The purpose of these programs was to

assist persons to make more constructive use of their leisure

time. A typical program involved a lay artist who presented

his work while explaining his motivation and technique. It

was hoped tha' this aesthetic experience' would stimulate

creative efforts on the participants' part or at least increase

their appreciation of art.

The Fine Arts Series or Clinics

The Fine Arts Series or Clinics were presented in

Indiana communities by experts in each of the fields. Art,

. music, theater and literature were the forms presented and

examined. The purpose of the Fine Arts Series was to interest

and acquaint the participants with the various cultural aspects

of the arts. The experts often presented examples for examina-

tion by the participants. Principles by which various art

forms could be judged were also included in the presentations.



A forum was used at the end of each of the Fine Arts presenta-

tions to. allow the participants to develop their own insights.'

In-service Adult Education

This was an institutional adult education program

developed to meet the needs of hospitals. This program was

offered during the Formative Years., The individuals involved

were nurses and nurses' aids. They established for theMselves

four goals. These goals were:

1. To give better patient care,

2. To gain more knowledge,

3. To gain unity within wards and among units, and

4. To be better informed in hospital techniques.

Through the cooperation of Community Services in Adult ,

EdUcation, a Training Institute for Group Discussion Leaders

was given to the nurses and nurses' aids. Following the

initial. training, sixteen study discussion groups involving

all the nurses and nurses* aids began to function. The Field

Consultants from Community Services continued to assist the

discussion groups on a consultative basis to insure the

success of the program.

Adult Education Institutes

The Bureau of Studies in Adult Education maintains

eight kinds of Insitutes which have been tested and are

applicable to a variety of organizations, institutions, and

agencies. .They are as follows:
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1. Institute for Discussion Leaders and Group Participants.

Time: two days or .twelve hours of instruction.

Emphasis is on developing and practicing skills of

responsible leadership and group participation.

2. Institute for Discussion Trainers.

Time: three days, with option on a fourth.

Emphasis is on the skills and prbblems encountered

when teaching fundamental discussion principles.

3. Institute on Program Planning.

Time: one day or six hours.

TIoted procedures for program planning are demon-

strated and practiced.

L. Institute on Program Planning and Techniques.

Time: two days or twelve hours.

Same as number three but includes more opportunity

for practice.

S. Institute in Adult Education.

Time: five consecutive days or. ten three-hour

evening sessions conducted over a period of two

weeks.

An intensive training program designed to help

clergy and lay leaders learn how to adapt the

Indiana Plan for Adult Education to their local

churches.

6. Institute in Library Adult Education.

Time: five consecutive days or ten three-hour evening
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sessions conducted over a period of two co four

weeks.

The program is primarily designed for library

personnel. The Institute acquaints library per-

sonnel with the Indiana Plan and how to effectively

utilize it within libraries.

7. Institute for Teachers of Adults.

Time: one day or six hours.

Designed primarily for teachers of adults in more

formal situations. Deals with: Characteristics

of adults as learners; physical and psychological

factors in the teaching-learning situation and how

they can affect the teacher and the learner; and

teaching practices.

8. Instittite in Adult Literacy and Fundamental Education.

Time: three days or twenty-four hours.

An intensive training pro gram designed for persons

interested in helping non-reading adults to learn

to read and write. The principle theme is "each

one teach one," however other adaptations are

suggested.
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APPENDIX C

PUBLICATIONS BY; STAFF AND STUDENTS OF THE
BUREAU OF STUDIES IN ADULT EDUCATION,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY BETWEEN 1948-1965

1948-49

Community Teamwork, by Paul Bergevin, Purdue-Indiana Univer-
sities, 1948, 24 pp.

A Philosophy for Adult Education, by Paul Bergevin, Purdue-
Indiana 1949, 19 pp.

"What Has Happened to APPrenticeship?" by Paul Bergevin.
Appeared in Education, a monthly magazine published
by the Palmer C., Boston, April, 1949, pp. 502-505.

1949-50

"Community Organization in a Democratic Society," by Paul
Bergevin. Appeared in The Journal of Educational
Sociology, November, 1977 171TT15-14.0.

"A Short Study of a School for Parents," (Monograph) by
Paul Bergevin.

"The Proceedings and an Evaluation of the Purdue-Indiana
Universities Third Annual Conference on Adult
Education," (Monograph) by Paul Bergevin.

"Adult Education Activities in the Public Schools," by
Dwight H. Morris. Appeared in National University
Extension Association Bulletin, Vol. XV, No. 3,
Novembers 159.

1950-51

"Evaluation of the Training Institute for Group Discussion
Leaders," (mimeographed) by Paul Bergevin.

Group Processes in Adult Education by Paul Bergevin and
Dwitit Morris, Purdue and Indiana Universities,
Bloomington, Indiana, 1950, 86 op.
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1951-52

"A Short Study of the County Institute on Local Government,"
(report) by Earl Tannenbaum.

Review of Paul L. Essertis boot Creative Leadership of Adult
Education, in National Extension Association Bulletin,
Vol. XVII, 'To. o ebruary, 1572, by Earl Tannenbaum.

"A Short Evaluative Study of the Training Institute for Group
Discussion "leaders," (report) by Richard Owsley.

1952-53

"The Preliminary Report of a Study in Church Adult Education,"
(mimeographed) by Paul Bergevin and John IcKinley.

"A Sample Church Adult Education Program," (mimeographed)
by Paul Bergevin and John flcKinley.

"Studies in Adult Education--a graduate program," (mimeo-
graphed) by Paul Bergevin and John McKinley.

"A Summary of the Preliminary Report of a Study in Church
Adult Education," mimeographed) by Paul Bergevin and
John licKinley.

"An Evaluation of the Training Institute for Group Discussion
Leaders," (mimeographed) by John McKinley (editor).

Review of Informal Groups and the Community by Hurley H. noddy,
in T---Te--(5P:io Adult Observer, April, 1953 (reprint from
CommuniT37eamwork7,Richard Owsley.

A Group Discussion Manual for Adult Education by Paul Bergevin
and Dwight H. Horris, Community Services in Adult
Education, Bloomington, Indiana., 1953 (mimeographed) .

1953-54

A Hospital In-Service Educational Trainina ProcTam--A Stud
in Adult Education by Russea72. Vance, Ir. (mimeographed
17611TETF76).

A Statement for Groving Adults by Paul Bergevin. Published
by Community Services in Adult Education, 29 PP., 1954.

A Manual for Discussion Leaders and Participants by Paul
Bergevin and Dwight iiorris, Community Services in
Adult Education, 73 pp., 1954.
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1 Workshop - Clinic for Lay Len.ders," by Robert "M. Smith
(mineograDhed), 47 pp.

1954-55

Program Planning: A Handbook, by John McKinley and Robert M.
Smith, published by Community Services in Adult Educa-
tion, May, 1955.

The Indiana Plan for Religious Adult Education by John
McKinley (mimeograDhedi 62 pp.

Hospital Adult Education--A Handbook, (mimeographed) by
Russell E. Vance, Jr.

"By Us- -Not for Us," by Russell E. Vance, Jr. (co-author, Hrs.
Helen R. Johnson, R.N.) in The American Journal of
Nursing, Vol. 54 (July, 1954)7 No. 72 PID:8:3733B.:

"An In-Service Program in Adult Education," by Russell E.
Vance, Jr. (co-author, Mrs. Helen R. Johnson, R.N..)
in Nursin5 Outlook, Vol. II, No. 11 (November, 1954),

"Needed: Ideas and Perserverance," by Russell E. Vance, Jr.
(co-author, Mrs. Helen L. Scheibner) in Monthly
Bulletin (Indiana State Board of Health)75-1.7EXII,
No 7 Truly, 1954) 1 pp. 102, 110-111.

1955-56

."The Indiana Plan for Religious Adult Education," by Paul
Bergevin and John "McKinley, in Religious Education,
Vol. I, No. 4, July-August, 19557515725/72b1.

"Professional Education," by Paul Bergevin, in Adult Education
Vol. VI, No. 3, Spring, 1956, pp. 141-1427dIFFEFFrOT.
of an article written by C.O. Houle).

"An Institutional Approach to Adult Education in the Community,"
by John McKinley and Robert M. Smith, in Adult Education
(Autumn, 1955).

"Adult Education Institute," by Robert M. Smith, in Library
Occurrent, XVIII (March, 1955) .

"In-Service Training for Adult Education," by Robert M. Smith,
in Library Journal (January 15, 1956) .
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flnhe Kendallville Project," (2 parts) by Robert M. Smith, in
Public Libraries (March and Nay, 1955) .

"TrainiLg for Group Leadership," by Paul Bergevin and Robert
M. Smith, in EUEA Studies in University Extension
Education, Eo. 115-197Hsection.

"Training for Library Adult Education," by Robert M. Smith, in
Wilson Library Bulletin, XXX (March, 1956).

"Putting Adult Education Principles to Work," by Robert M.
Smith, in Journal of American Sor.iety of Traininz
Directors TJanuary-Feoruary, 119-5717-

"Adult Education: A Basic Reading List," by Robert M. Smith,
it. Library Occurrent (March, 1956).

"Adult Education and the Library--An introduction," by Robert
M. Smith, in Library Occurrent (March, 1956) .

Review of Exploring the Small Community by Otto G. Hoiberg,
in NU EA Bulletin, Vol. XXI, No. 3 (1955), written by
Robert M. Smith.

A Manual for Discussion Leaders and Participants by Paul
Bergevin and Dwight Norris, republished by The Seabury
Press, Greenwich, Conn., 1955.

Group Processes for Adult Education by Paul Bergevin and
DwighTgoTTIs, republjshedFy The Seabury Press,
Greenwich, Conn., 1955.

"Graduate Study in Adult Education at Indiana University,"
(brochure) .

1956-57

"An Adult Approach to Nurse Education," by Russell E. Vance,Jr.,
in The Modern Hospital, Vol. 88, No. 4 (April, 1957) .

Program PlannIng: A Handbook, by John :McKinley and Robert M.
SaTE76printed).

"A Method of Developmental Research in Adult Education,"
(mimeographed) .

Review of Community Leadership for Public Education by Pierce,
Merrial, Wilson, and Kimbrough, in Adult Education, Vol. VI,
No. 4 (Summer, 1956) , written by Dwight H. Morris.
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1957-58

"Telling vs. Teaching-Learning by Participation," by Paul
Bergevin, in Journal of the American Dietetic Associa-
tion, Vol. 33, No. 0 TATugust, 19577

"A Brief Description of the Function and Nature of Community
Services in Adult Education" (mimeographed).

"Putting Education into Our Group Activities for Adults," by
Robert N. Smith in Wilson Library Bulletin, Vol. 32,
No. 1 (September, 17577

Library In-Service Education Handbook (wimeovaphed), by
Robert H. Smith, 75 pp.

"Professional Training in Library Adult Education at Indiana
University," (brochure).

"Using Group Processes Creatively," by John McKinley, in The
Bethany Guide, Vol. 31, No. 52 September, 1957) .

"Does Your Class Have Group Discussion," by John McKinley, in
The Bethany Guide, Vol. 32, No. (October, 1957).

"Panels and Panel-Forums," by John McKinley, in The Bethany
Guide, Vol. 32, No. 2 (November, 1957).

Design for Adult Education in the Church, by Paul Bergevin and
TERn EcKinTITTEETheabury, Press, (January, 1958) .

"The Seminar," by John McKinley, in The Bethany Guide, Vol. 32,
No. 3 (December, 1957).

"Speeches, Symposiums, and Forums," by John McKinley, in The
Bethany Guide, Vol. 32, No. 4 (January, 1958) .

"The Colloquy," by John McKinley, in The Be-b1=. Guide, Vol.32,
No. 5 (February, 1958) .

"Adult Education in Action:" by Lois Rogers Boyd;'` in The
Bethany Guide, Vol. 32, No. 11 (August, 1958) , pp. 30-31.

1958-59

"Some Hints on Program Planning," by Dwight H. Morris, The
Indiana Nurse, Vol. 23, No. 2 (March, 1959) .

*Student publication.
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Pro ,rare Planning: A Handbook (2nd edition), by John McKinley
at Robert Siiii"CT, 1957, 25 pp.

"Religious Education for Adults," by Paul Bergevin, Rel4lous
Edu.cation, 'Vol. 53, No; 5 (September-October, 1950,
157517-7466.

"Goals Global and Otherwise," by Robert EL. Smith, Westminster
Adult Leader, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 1-3.

"The Indiana Study in Library Adult Education," by Robert Tyl.
Smith, Adult Education, Vol. 9, No. 3 (Spring, 1959)/
pp. 1647.777

"Library Trustees Discussion Series," by Robert M. Smith,
Library Occurrent (June, 1958) .

"Research within Selected Programs, " by Paul Bergevin, John
McKinley, and Robert M. Smith, Review of Educational
Research (Adult Education), Vol 77T, NOT TJune, 1959) ,
pp. 237=288.

Review of Community Welfare Organization: Principles and
PraZTIZeBEar Dunnar5T-TEETetat 12ducation, WT. IX,
No. 1 (Autumn, 1958) , written by H. 17616ETT;ilood.

"Adult Education, We Learned It as We Lived It," by Robert
Hazen,* Christian Leadership, Vol. 13, No. 7 (July,
1959), pp. 10-11.

"A Successful Formula for Adult Education," by Rudolf Devi',''
Christian Education Findings, Vol. 7, No. 1 (January,
17577pp. Id-19.

1959-60

Creative Methods for Adult Classes, by John McKinley, St. Louis,
The Bethany Press, 960.

Review of De sign for Adult Education in the Church, in Adult
EdLICETIOn, Vol. 9, No. 2_01ffaer, 19577-TT. 123-24,
by W. Randolph Thornton.'

Review of Design for Adult Education in the Church, in Interna-
tional Journal of Renious EduceT-6n, Vol: 35, No 9

Oglay, 1137713. 4 by A. Wirson Cheek.*

*Student publicatbin.
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"An Experimental College Work Program," by Theodore J.

Ehrlich,'Religious Education, Vol. 55, No. 2 (Narch-
April, 19077PP. S4-967-

"The Indiana Plan," by Fred Croft, The Living Church, Vol. 140,
No. 22 (Play 29, 1960), pp. 14:7%

1960-61

"Some Present Challenges in Religious Education," by John
McKinley, Adult Leadership, Vol. 9, No. 3 (September,
1960), pp.-757-57797-----

"Education for the Aging," by H. Mason Atwood and Edgar L.
Yeager, Section B of State Responsibility and Community
Effort: The Elderll in Indiana, indianapoiri, Indiana
State Commission on the Aging nd Aged, October, 1960.

"The University and Adult Education," by Paul Bergevin,
Helsinki, 1961 Yearbook of Finland.

Critique of Arthur P. Crabtree's article, "Adult Education
and the National Interest," Adult Leadership, Vol. 9,
No, 6 (December, 1960), pp. 172-174777nt
Smith, in Adult Leadership, Vol. 9, No. 9 (March, 1961),
p. 284.

"Yliopisto Ja Aikuiskasvatus," Paul Bergevin, Vapaa
Icaisanst-stvo, Vol. 9 (1961), pp. 47:47.

"Building on a Fund of Knowledge," by Paul Bergevin,
Extension Service Review, Vol. 32, No. 1 (January,
15.677T-Ti. 10.

Adult Education in Sweden, An Introduction, by Paul Bergevin,
Bloomington, Bureau of Studies in Adult Education
(Indiana University Monograph Series in Adult Education
Number One), 1961, 61 pp.

1961-62

Agini, in Indiana, A Lifetime of Living-- Bartholomew County's
ConFeTii,by H. Mason Aood, Indianapolis, The- Indiana
na-Tedommission on the Aging and Aged, 1962, 60 pp.

"Basic Institutions and Adult Education," by Paul Bergevin and
Robert H. Smith, in Community and Adult Education, Chicago,
Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., 19 2, PP. 18-22.

*Student Publication.
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1962-63

"Olipo'rtunities for Adult Christian Education," by Earl R. Shay,*
The Moravian, Vol. 107, No. 9 (september, 1962), pp. 12-14.

"Panel," by Paul Bergevin, in The Westminster Dictionary of
Christian Education, Philadelphia, The Nestminster
Press, 1963, pp. 06-487.

"Sociogram," by John ELEinley, in The 'Westminster Dictionary
of Christian EducLtion, Philadelphia The Nestminster
Press, 19677: pp. 617:a6.

Review of Adult Education in Sweden, An Introduction, in Adult
Educe pion, Vol. 13, NoTY7Triraa,71767; 126'-12d,
ETTET-Cf. Hoiberg.*

1963-64

Processos de Grupo para Educacao de Adultos, pela Paul Bergevin
e Dwight Morris, Rio de Janeiro, USAID, 1963, 86 pp.

Adult Education Procedures: A Handbook of Tested Patterns for
------ITTe6Tive Participation, by PEET Bergevin, Dwight Morris,

and Robert N. Smith, Greenwich, The Seabury Press,
1963, 245 pp.

"Means and Ends,in Adult Education," by Paul Bergevin, Adult
Leadership, Vol. 12, No 5 (November, 1963), pp. 7(7=152.

1964-65

"The Adult Education Activity: Content, Processes, and Procedures,"
by Paul Bert tin, John McKinley, and Robert 14. Smith,
Chapter 14 °I Adult Education: Outlines of an Emerging
Field, WashingairiiAUTIT=TCation Association of the
U.S.A., 1964, pp. 270-289.

"The Internsi_J.p Program in Adult Education," by Paul Berscvin
and John McKinley, Adult Leadership, Vol. 13, No. 5
(November, 1964) , pp. 137-13b.

Adult Education in Liberia, by Robert M. Smith, Bloomington,
Bureau of Studies in Adult Education (Indiana University
Monograph Series in Adult Education, Number Two), 1965,
70 pp.

*Student publication.
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"Indiana Tries the Indiana Plan," by Joe Groves,* Resource,
Vol. 6, No. 7 (April, 1965), pp. le-19.

A Manual for Group Discussion Participants, by Paul Bergevin
and Dw7 t Morris, Greenwich, The Seabury Press, 1965,
64 pp.

Student publication.



APPENDIX D

PROFILE OF FIVE PROFESSORS FROM THE BUREAU OF
STUDIES IN ADULT EDUCATION

Paul Emile Bergevin
Joined staff 1947
Age 60
Marital Status: Married
Educational Background

Undergraduate . .

Graduate

Graduate ..

108

B.S., 1933, Economics, Purdue University
1934, Economics-Engineering,

Purdue University
. Ed.D., 1946, Education, Indiana

University
Position Presently Held . . . . Director of Studies in Adult

Education, Indiana University. Professor of Adult
Education.

Past Professional Experience in Adult Education . . . .

Director of Adult and Vocational Education, Anderson
Public Schools, Anderson, Indiana. Eleven years.

Professional Affiliations:
Phi Delta Kappa
American Association of University Professors
Adult Education Association of the United States of
America

Adult Education Association of Indiana; Pre'aident, 1962
Commission of the Professors of Adult Education
Life Fellow, International Institute of Arts and Letters

Dwight Morris
Joined staff 1949
Age 60
Marital Status: Married
Educational Background

Undergraduate . . . . B.S. 1932, Education, Ball State
University

Graduate M.S., 1949,Industrial Education,
Purdue University

Position Presently Held . . . . Associate Professor of Adult
Education, Bureau of Studies in Adult Education, Indiana
University

Past Professional Experience in Adult Education . . . .

Director of Adult and Vocational Education, Anderson
Public Schools, Anderson, Indiana. Two years

Professional Affiliations:.
Phi Delta Kappa
Adult Education Association of the United States of
America

Adult Education Association of Indiana
National Association of Public School Adult Education
American Association of University Professors
Professor of Adult Education--National Commission
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John EcKinley
Joined staff 1952
Age 45
Marital Status: Married
Educational Background

Undergraduate . . . B.S., 1947, English and American
History; Indiana
State University

Graduate A.M., 1949, English, Indiana State
University

Graduate . Ed.D., 1960, Adult Education,
Indiana University

Position Presently. Held . . . . Associate Professor of Adult
Education, Bureau of Studies in .Adult Education,
Indiana University.

Professional Affiliations:
Adult Education Association of the United States of
Am:cica

Adult Education Association of Indiana
National Committee of Professors of Adult Education--
Executive Comittee

H. Mason Atwood
Joined staff 1957
Age 49
Marital Status: Married
Edubational Background

Undergraduate . . . . B.S., 1940, Chemistry and Mathematics,
University of Wisconsin

Graduate M.S., 1953, Chemistry Education,
University of Wisconsin

Graduate . Ph.D., 1958, Adult Education, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin

Position Presently Held . . . .Assistant Professor of Adult
Education, Bureau of Studies in Adult Education,
Indiana University.

Professional Affiliations:
Adult Education Association of the United States of
America

Adult Education Association of Indiana; Vice President,
1962-1963; President, 1963-1964.

Phi Delta Kappa
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George Kenneth Gordon
Joined staff 1965
Age 34
Marital Status: Married
Educational Background

Undergraduate . . . . B.A., 1953, History, Westminster
College, Pennsylvania

Graduate B.D., 1959, Pittsburgh-Xenia
Theological :Seminary,
Pennsylvania

Graduate M.S., 1963, Adult Education, Indiana
University

Graduate -9d.D., 1965, Aclult Education,
Indiana Uniersity

Position Presently Held . . . . Assistant Professor of Adult
Education, Bureau of Studies in Adult Education,
Indiana University.

Past Professional Experience in Adult Education
Chief of literacy and fundamental education, Indiana
Department of Correction, 1564-1965.

Professional Affiliations:
Adult. Education Association of the United States of
Lmerica

Adult Education Association of Indiana
American Correctional Association
Correctional Education Association


